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(Dedication

j/ntlicr tPiomas fHoiian C.&.?8.

We respectfully dedicate this yearbook of the year two thousand and one,

the first book to be published in the new wing of our school to

P.attiner Ihennas Mo>haini \_.3>.Jj).

DT1T rinnpal and r resident Tor Lhe past six years.

It was Father Mohan's vision and genius

that has given us our new wing which in

fact doubles the size of our school and pro-

vides " state of the art " equipment in

every area.

Numerous students in this century will enjoy the fa-

cilities of the school. It is only fitting that it he known

to all that this dedicated priest provided the leadership

and inspiration to keep St. Michael's in the forefront

of Catholic education in Canada

St MichaeCs



From Our Principal

Developing Christian

Leadership
St. Michael's College School is a great place to be.

There is a strong emphasis on the love of learning. The

school community provides a strong mixture of aca-

demics, spiritual life and activities beyond the class

room. The high quality education at the school is made

possible by the excellent staff. Over the years. Saint

Michael's College School had beeen blessed with

excellent students. This year is no exception.

MR. JOE BRJSBOI.

Behind the photographs in this yearbook are many varied and interesting stories for

the school year 2000- 2001 . Your youthful faces reflect optimism, determination,

happiness. reTg-mrpme amb^gaction. Camouflagej^^g^^^b^ , how-

ever is the opposite side of the emotional spectrum - exasperation, pain . disappoint-

ment and sadness. The reality is that every story ot \ our life will include the happy, the

sad. the good and the bad. m M
How you approach and handle the inevitable extremes will greatly determine in which

direction your life story proceeds. m
A positive approach to your experiences at St. Michael's College School will certainly

assist with the development of your life story. As you grow and develop , your faith

can be of great assistance to you. It will allow you to steer your story in the right

direction. I I

T>
ion o\' yourself into

our talent or

Will your story be one of change and growth? Will \ our story include the e

the larger community by way of contributing your time, your energy, your

your special skills? A m
Will you be an informed, caring, vocal citizen with regard to issues which affect the quality of life

for you, your faith, your family, the larger citizenry
'

May your story of life continue to cany w ith it an active and balanced participation in the Church,

your family, your students and the community.

T hope that your experience at the school allows you to prepare a story with a happy and fulfilling

ending, and more importantly, with an ongoing sense of peace and accomplishment.

Society is in need of strong Christian leadership. I do

nopetnaTyouvHri use the training you receTveTtsairu

Michael's College School to make a difference. You are

being educated in the areas of goodness, discipline and

knowledge. This educational focus will assist

dealing with the challen^ejuJiat-yH^rj^Tn^xperience in

life^\\ilJi-v^trrei>nriestlength and siuccess of our future

society.
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- A NEW SCHOOL
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Grade 10

left to right

Vinay Fernandes 94.

6

r
*

Philbertlp 93.69!

Mark Molckovsky 93.1%

Bryce Leung 91.99!

Justin Lee 96.3' I

e^cHve^R sr. \\iaf/\€i:s. ix \ roR\v\L -asscwblv,

R€COGXIZ€S LHt: ^C^DGAMC ACIHCVCWXlS 01" \LL

me SlUOCXlS IX XSB SCHOOL WHO UWe ftCH[0V0O

IHCrHHOXOURS.
A

APRRCMWYCCLY ONQ THIRD Of- LlKC SCHOOL \C1IICVCD HONOUR ROLL

sl-wdixg wo rue ror chrcc suidcxcs ix c \cii gr \pc rcccivcg \

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Grade S Winners

Kevin Welch 88.6 '
-

Brandon Meneguzzi 90 2

Warren Saldanha 87.9 9i



A Tribute to Mr. Vincent Pagano
By the time this comes out you , Mr. Pagano, will have been at your new position for almost four months- we are

sorry to see you leave but we realize everyone wants to move ahead and so we thank you for the many years you

gave of your life to St. Michael's. May you always find good friends, success and happiness in the years ahead

PaR.Ents/clU£>

&ALL CiftcH

I left the classroom a few years ago thinking my teaching days were over. I leave 214

knowing my best lessons were taught in a rooom and in a position usually associated

with underground chambers and unredeemable adolescent angsst. I tried to teach and

instill "character" the most important of all subjects. .Some responded, some didn't.

In the process I think I gained a little myself. Adversity has a way of providing infinite

opportunties for growth and maturity regardless of age and experience. Thanks to all

of you who understood that beneath that rough and tough exterior lay one of

the most, gende , compassionate and vulnerable souls anywhere. I'm only half

kidding. To my successor or successors, you are fortunate people indeed.

Most of it has been a great pleasure and a privilege. I will miss you,.

VitKC P&$AtU>

J
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The St Michael's Man Developing Integrity

By Anthony Merlocco - Grade Twelve

For one reason or another each one of us has ended up here at St. Mike's.where we are to receive a

good, strong. Catholic education. We are to become, through five years of goodness, discipline and

know ledge. St. Michael's men. We are to learn values, morality, virtues and course content along the

way. We are to stand on our own, we are to be our own selves, strong enough to be independent and

not have to depend on groups. We are to take away from this school something that you would not

find at other schools, something deeper. We are to mature and come into our own. So that's why we

are supposed to be here, but how many of us really become St. Michael's men?

m ] ^ What sets St. Michael's apart from the rest really? There is this

reputation and this mentality that our school is just "better", that

there is a superior education here. This is not true necessarily.

Education is all about what you put into it, it's about the student.

Although our school does provide a high quality of education,

regardless, no matter how good the teacher is, if the student

does not put the effort in, he will not receive a superior educa-

tion. There are many other schools with students as good as we
and some good teachers too. The teaching staff cares about

education and enforces rules to instill discipline in us. which

helps us later in life because we can develop a good work ethic.

So St. Mike's is not entirely about a superior education, it does offer something more

though, if you are willing to receive it.We learn in a Catholic community, in a Catho-

lic environment. We have the opportunity to go to Mass every day. A Catholic education

can bring more than just simple facts from a textbook to the student,.The student must
be receptive though. We may not necessarily be any more intelligent than a student at

any other high school , but we may be able to become more mature.

Anthony Merlocco

We learn in a Catholic

environment

Tfhe reason most of us is here is due to the reputation, and the tradition of St. Michael's. And most

of us are proud to be here because of this tradition. St.Mike's puts emphasis on both athletics and

academics and it has a long standing tradition of excellence in both. As students here, if we want to

take something away with us, we continue these traditions of excellence by becoming involved in

extracurricular activities and working for good grades. We are often told not to be an "8:30 to

2:30" student, and this is important if we want to become well-rounded. St. Mike's is not just a

hockey school, or a football school, it is a school for anyone with determination and strength.

whether one demonstrates this in the rink, on the field, or in the classroom. That is what being

here is about. Otherwise, you are wasting your money because you can go to school everyday and
learn nothing more than what is in the book for free, somewhere else.

to



True education has nothing to do with Grade Eleven Chemistry or U.S. History, or anything else

that you read and memorize and learn for a little while. Very few of us will remember which

polyatomic ions have a " negative 2 charge" when we are forty (assuming that we even know it

now). It is hard to put into words what true education is, but if you find it at St. Mike's you will

know it (and it is here to find). It is learning what it is to be a person: what it means to be a man.

There are many adults who never really grow up. They are all around us and it is up to us not

to become them by using the opportunity St. Mike's affords us to grow up and learn how to stand

on our own. St. Mike's not only prepares us for University by giving us discipline and a lot of

work to do . but also prepares us for the rest of our lives.

We obtain skills here to help us through University and exams and

what not but we can also find the skills to help us through the difficult

times in our lives. The times when things go wrong, when we find

despair, when we need God. We can learn morality, compassion,

righteousness, and honesty here, all the things that you do not read and

acknowledge, but that you discover and reflect upon. St. Mike's has

the power to help us discover our potential, not only our potential as

students but also our potential as men. We can grow further towards

becoming good men, and reduce the gap between who we are and who

we want to be. Not everyone likes being here and, granted, our school

has its faults, shortcomings . and rules that sometime seem

extrraneous. but despite any problems we have with it. our school does

offer something more, if we are willing to open ourselves up to it.

That's why we are here. That is what we spend the tuition we so often like to complain about on. It

may cost everyone five years of tuition to learn goodness, discipline and knowledge. By the same

token, some could spend millons and never quite get the picture. So if it costs us a little but to im-

merse ourselves in Catholicism and spirituality and morality that's just the price we have to pay.

If, in the end, we come to know ourselves, growr up a little inside and find that sometimes-elusive

maturity then it must all have been worth it.

Mr. Peter Mc Conn often says that some guys spend the dough and leave having never

quite understood - maybe suffering the egghead syndrome of not taking knowledge

outside of the classroom. Those are the ones who wasted all that money, forsaking

morality and maturity for something far less, but it happens.

The question is w ill it happen to you? Or will you become a St. Michael's man?

M
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lat's impressive f and all,

but why no shoes?
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Government I

Jordan Sero, Mark Santi. Arthur Ruston. Michael Mc Carthy

MR. JOHN WALSH
MODERATOR

THE STUt>m GOl/EfWMEA/r
FORMS A LINSON BETWEEN
THE Af>M/MSTRA77<W Mt>
THE SfODm BOOY; IN

A!>t>ITION THEY ORGANIZE
STUt>m ACTIVITIES ano
PROMOTE STUDENT SPIRIT

ANt> /MAGE.

TOME OF THE ACTIVITIE/ OF THE PA/T YEAR
HAVE BEEN: BARBECUE/. /TU DENT DANCE/.
TPIRIT R ALLIE/. FOOD DRIVE/ AND /TU DENT
EXCHANGE/ WITH OTHER /CHOOL/

president: MARK SANTI
VICE PRESIDENT: ARTHUR RUSTON
treasurer : JORDAN SGRO

communications MIKE MC CARTHY
grade? rep: GLEN ARTHUR
grade8Rep.:THOMAS WOLKOWSKI
grade 9 rep: WARREN SALDANHA

Warren Saldanha (standing)

Thomas Wolkowski, Glen Arthur.

1 5
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Photo Not

Available

Father Daniel Zorzi C.S.B. Mr. Joseph Brisbois M.A., Mr. Paul Dignan B.A., M. Ed., Mr. Vince Pagano

President and Principal M.Ed.
Hon. B.A.. M.Div.. J.C.B.. Principal

L.C.B.. M.C.L.J.C.L..

Ph. D..J.C.D.

Vice Principal

Director ofStudies

B.A., M.A.. B.Ed.

Vice Principal

Prefects. Athletic Council,

Building Fund

Miss Jennifer Allan B.P.H.E.

B.Sc. B.Ed., Science

Intramurals, Prep Basketball

Jr. Volleyball

Year Book

Mr. Paul Barry B.A.. B.Ed..

History (Dept. Head )

Cross Country

Mr. Frank Bergin

B.P.H.E.. B.Ed

Mathematics, Cross

Country. Phys. Ed.,

Track and Field

Mr. Peter Bissonnette

H.B.A.. M.Ed.

Religion.

Chess Club. Blue Herald

Good Shepherd Refuge Group

Ms Pat Boland B.A..

M.L.I.S., Librarian

Reach for the Top

18

Ms Wanda Brox B.A.

Hons. Spec. B. Ed..

History. Tennis

Father Leo D.Burns Hon. B.A

B.Ed.. S.T.B., MA.
English I ES L I

Debating, Public Speaking.

Archorv .

Mr. James Byrne

B.A.. B.Ed.

Math., Phys.Ed„ Gr 8 Core

Senior Boys' Hockey. Interma

Cross Country,

Intramurals
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Mr. Chris Callaghan

B.P.H.E.. B.Ed

Grade 8 Core. Geography

Intramural. Prep. School

Soccer,

Cross Country

Father Leo Campbell C.S.B.

B.A.. M. Div..

Chaplain

Chaplaincy Club

Mr. Leonard Chittle.

B.H.K..

.B. Ed.. Geography

Phys. Ed.

Guidance

Sr. Hockey, Intramurals

Mr. Mike Coghlan

B.Sc. M.A.

M athematics (Dept. Head)

Math Club. Descartes Club

Mr. Mark Craw ford B.F.A..

Hon. B.Ed.. Hon. Spec. Music

Music and Art

Guitar Club. Jr. Ja// Band

Jr. Wind Ensemble

Fr. Bud Cullen. C.S.B.

M.Ed.

Art Department

Yearbook Moderator

Mrs. Margaret DeCourcy

B.P.H.E.rB.Ed.. M. Ed..'

Guidance

Duke of Edinburgh

Award Club

Mr. Chris De Piero Mr. Mario De Piero B.A. Sociology,

B.P.H.E.. B.Ed. Certificate in

Grade 7 Core. ,Gr.lO Historj Architectural Technology

Head Coach. St. Michael's Buzzers

Intermediate Cross Countrj

Mr. Gennaro V. Di Leo

B.A.. B.Ed.

French. Italian

Italian Drama.

Briscola

19
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Miss Anna Di Meglio
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Mr. Carl Geniole



Mr. Peter McCann
B.A.. B. Ed.. M. Div.

.co-Dept. Head

Theology, Philosophy.

Senior B Hockey.

Badminton.Philosophy Club

Ms. Elizabeth Mc Dougall

B.A..B.Ed.. M.A.

French, Cross Country,

Alpine Skiing

Sister Frances Mc Kenna F.C.J

B.A., H.Dip. Ed. (Hons)

English

Mrs. Sheila Morra B.A., M.A.

Classics,

Mr. Peterjohn Miller

B.A.(Hon.). B.Ed.

Core Intermediate

Physical Education

Under 14 Hockey
and Softball

Mr. Joseph Muccilli

B.A.. B. Ed.. M. Ed.

French. Photography

Mr. Edward Narducci
B.Sc. B.Ed.

Mathematics (Ass't Dept. Head)

Mathematics

Sr. B Volleyball

11

fr,
Mr. Dan Nicholson

B.A.

English

Photography

Mr. Jamie Oatt

B. F.A., Dip. Music.

Bid

Ms Gail O'Grady

B.Sc.iHons.tM. Sc.

B. Ed. (Spec).
Biology, Envir. Science

Drama, Ski Team. Sr. Jazz, Cross countrj
^ carbook) j r Cone. Band, [ntermed. Cone. Band Track and Field

_
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Mr. Matt Pagano

B.P.H.E.. B. Ed.. (Hon)Spec.

Core and Math.

Prep. Chess. Under 14 Soccer

and Basketball

Mr. Gregory Paolini

Hons. B.B.A.. M.B.A.. B.Ed.

Mathematics. Computer Science.

Economics

Head Coach Varsity Basketball

Mr. Paul Pietrkieu icz

B. Mus.. Hon. Music Ed.

B.Ed Music

Music (Dept. Head)

Sr. Concert Band.

Intermediate Band.

Fall Drama. Spring Musical

Mrs. Louise Pignetti

A.O. C.A.. B.A.. B.Ed.

Department Head. Visual Art

Art Club

Mr. Michael Quinn

B.A.. B.Ed., M.A.

Theology

Society for Justice.

Green Council.

Stock Market Club

M r. Frank Ribarich B.Sc.

B.Ed..

Mathematics. Science

Sr. Baseball

Jr. Football

Mr. Miko Romano B.A..

B. Ed.. Geography, Soccer

Mr. Michael Ross

Hon.B.A.. B.Ed..

Mathematics

Sr. Football

M rs. June Scandiffio B.A.

English

Pro Lite.

Mr. Terence Sheridan.

B.A.. B.Ed..

English

Jr. Hockey, Jr. Football

Student Govemmen t

23



Mr. George Shust. B. Sc. B. Ed.

Mathematics

Computer Science

Mr. Ian F. Thompson

4-year B. Sc. B. Ed-

Science. Photo-Video Club

Audio Editing

Audio Production

Mr. John Vella

B. Sc. B. Ed.. M. Div..

Mathematics, Debate Club

Mr. David Smyth. B. Sc.

Mathematics

Math Club, Father Holmes"

Math Competition

Mr. David Tessaro, B.Sc

B.Ed., Science

Jr. Basketball Science Club

Mr. En/oVitullo B. Sc. B.Ed..

Science Ass't Dept. Head.

Jr.. Si\. and Intramural

Volleyball.

Table Tennis

Mr. John WaKh B.P. H. H..

B. Ed.. Science

Jr. Hockej

Majors Educ. Consultant

Student Government

Mr, Wilfred "Bob"'

Thomas B.A..

French .Enelish

Mr. Frank Trentadue

B.A.. B. Ed-

English

Sr. Football

Mr. Michael Zahra

B. Ed.. B.Comm.
Mathematics. Physical Education.

Sr. Football. Wrestling

24



Mr. Anthony Zanardo

B.A.. B. Ed..
Geography ( Dept. Head )

Economics

St. Soccer Head Coach.

Squash Club Moderator

Father Cecil Zinger C.S.B. B.A..

B. Ed.. S.T.B..A.R.CT..

OAC Philosophy. Theolog\

Liturgical. Choir

Mr.JeffZownir B. Ed..

M. Ed.. B.P.H.E. B iologj

Science. Health and

Physical Education. Senior

Basketball. Jr. and Sr. Baseball

Mr. Greg Hook

Controller

P. Thomson

jman Resources

Mi. M .De Pelletrrin

M r. L. Kavanagh B.Arch Mr. M ichael Duffy M r. Dan Prendergast communications. Jr. Hockej
Mr Bl" Sm,th

-
ProPert>

Dir. of Development President. Building Fund Office of Development Web site Moderator Manager

uilding Operator

nzto

Sec't'y to the

Principal / President

Mrs. Erica McKerrall

Secretary

/ i

Mrs. M. J. Irving Mrs. Marie Mendonca.Mr. Radu Ghitescu

Guidance Secretan Rceptionist/Secretary Computer Mgr.

Ms. Cara Dignan B.A.

Ass't Librarian

Mr. S. Bailey

Accountant

Mrs. Kimberlej Bailey,

Office of Development

M r. RobTunnej R.R.F

Arena Mar.

M r. Steve Tunnej

\ss'i Arena Mgr.
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Developing a new outlook

Grade

Seven



Agostino. Anthony

Amlinger, Andrew

Andreoli. A Thomas

Arthur, Jerome

Asaro. Ross

Babiak. Mikhailo 4.* 4k\ A:\
Behan, Conor
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Gadacz, Stefan

Galasso, Nicholas

Gasbarre, Louis

Gaughan, Jeffrey

Gidaro, Maraco

Greco. James

Hwang. John

Hyde, Jonathan

lannaci. William

Kanes. David

Kim. Erie

Krmec. Adrian

Kuhlmann. Kevin

Langton, Chris

Laszlo-Scattolin. Devyn

Lenihan. Ian

Levine. John David

Lindsay. Ryan

Liorti. Jonathan

Lott. Corbin

Macchia. Michael

Manastyrski. Ostap

Marey. John

Mariani. Richard

Marra. Anthony

Martella. Lnca

Mazzuca, Adam-Chris

McTavish. Daniel

Mehak. Christopher

Melchior. Albert

Melino. Alexander

New. Robert

Ng. Alan

Nicholson. Philip

CTLoghlen. Sean

Orsini. Gregory

31



Pasquale, Matthew

Paterra, Stephan

Piccininni, Andrew

Refold, Michael

Reid, Terrence

Ricci, David

Ronan. David

Rubacha, Steven

Ryan, Ciaran

Saldanha. Jason

Sammut, Raphael

Santelli. Louis

Serpe, Joseph

Shumka, Matthew

Skinner. Morgan

Smith. Christopher

Speer. Robert

Stacey. James

Stevens. David

Suppa, Stefan

Surkont, Jacob

Tedesco. Michael

Templeton. Adam
Tighe, Michael

Tomory, Benedict

Tomory. Anthony

Torchetti. David

Toth. Adam
Venditti. Christopher

Visconti, Victor

Wallace. David

Wintermeyer, John

Wojtasik. Philip

Woolnough. Harold

Yankou, Elias

Zentil, Joseph

32



DEVELOPING A NEW SENSITIVITY



Amendola, Matthew

AiTiida. Phillip

Badali, Paul

Barbetta, Paul

Barnes. Bradley

Barrack, Tyler

Bellisario. Michael

Birgiolas, Andrew

Brewer. Michael

Britton. Michael

Burton. Daniel

Cammisa, Giuseppe

Cassiani. Alfred

Ceci. Michael

Cernuto, Alessandro

Chan. William

Clune. Richard

Cogliano. Andrew

Colucci. Michael

Constancio, Jonathan

Contardi, Marc

Conway. Liam

D'Orio, Steven

Degenais, Steven

Di Fonzo. Thomas

Di Iulio. Dante

Duffy, Stephen

Dwyer. Daniel

Eccleton. Damien

Ervi. Julian

Ferrante. Michael

Ferraro, Cosmo
Fisher. Carl

Fiume. Marc

Formusa, Michael

Frost. Geoffrey

1.
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Ganas, Matthew

Gazdic, Benjamin

Gemmel. Christopher

Giles, Scott

Gillin. Mitchell

Grassa, Pasquale

Grossi, Gabriel

Grossi, Emilio

Ierullo, Steven

Johnson. Shawn

Kilian, Michael

Kim. Alexander

Kim, Lloyd

Knights. Nikolai

Korre, Andrea

Korylak. Michael

Kuhlmann. David

Kurnik. Adam

Lang. Christopher

Leung, Anson

Locicero. Mark

Lombardi, Giancarlo

Macdonald. Matthew

Man. Andrew

Mancini. Anthony

Mantella, James

Marcello. Paolo

Mastrantoni. Andrea

McDonnell. Michael

Mendicino, Matteo

Miele, Peter

Miskiv. [van

Misterski. Michael

Morelli Michael

New. James

Olkovich, Adam
Panacci, Anthony

Pelech, Matthew

35



Piccin. Jonathan

Policaro, Giancarlo

Poole, David

Puppi, Aaron

Raponi, Lawrence

Reis, Matthew-

Rice. Stephen

Rocco, Vincent

Rouleau, Gregoire

Rubinoff, Jared

Russo. Daniel

Rzeszutek. Mark

#> p m m pi

4k\ mh 4* tit A*

Tino. Christopher

Tirone. Marco

Tkach, Nicholas

Tomasone. Raffaele

Treutlen Michae

Troiani. Daniel

Wang. Peter



Developing a serious attitude I
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Aeby. Oliver

Agostino. Mario

Alves, Matthew

Anga. Matthew

Angelucci, Jonathan

Antinueei. Bernard

Antolin. Robert

Ardizzi, Luca

Aretusi. Jonathan

Aucoin. Robert

Baranvai. Tomas

\i*

St. Michael's

tdWM
College

School

41 i\l 41
Barnes. Kevin
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Carnevale, Andrew

Carroll, Paul

Casinelli. Robert

Cengarle. Michael

Charles. Brendan

Charles. Adrian

Cheng, Kris

Cheng. Matthew

Cheung. Eric

Cianfarani, Michael

Cipriani. Mark

Citrullo, Robert

Co. Keith

Colatosti. Michael

Colino. Francisco

Corbo, Mario

Cramer. Richard

D' Andrea, Lawrence

Dabiet, Patrick

De Buono, Robert

De Simone. Marco

Dela Cruz. Christopher

DeLaurentis, Ryan

Di Biase. David

Di Giulio, Michael

Digregorio, Paul

Drikos, Peter

Dunsmore, Michael

Dupuis. Jason

Edwards. Tyrone

Egberts, Alexander

Fernandopulle, Anthony

Ferrarelli. Michael

Fidani. Orey

Filip. Matthew

39



Finegan. Wade
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Moretti. Andrew

Morsillo. Andrew

Mosdell. Jason

Mover, Joseph

Murphy. Kyle

Naldini. Alex

Naranowicz. Eric

Nespolo, David

Ng. Derrick

Nicoletti. David

Niven, Liam

Nonato. Gregory

O'Neill. Justin

Ore. Jonathan

Osbourne. Ryan

Pacione. Louis

Pallikaras. George

Pallotta. Anthony

Palmieri. Nicholas

Petrungaro. Robert

Pickles. Sean

Pinteric. Peter

Piques. Jon Paul

Policaro, Fortune

Potichnyj. Alexander

Procunier. Michael

Punter, Cody

Purificati. Stephen

Quinn. Richard

Qui nn. Scott

Racco, Alexander

Ragan. Michael

Raimondo. Gian Franco

Reber. Daniel

Rigobon, Christopher

Rinella. Anthony

i life 4i
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Ronan. Stephen

Rosa. Christian

Rose. Christopher

Rowlin. Stefan

Ruhino. Michael

Ruslys, Aras

Russell. Cor)

Rutledge. Mark

Saldanha, Warren

Selke, Frank

Semplicio, Robert

Sgamhelluri. Michael

Shan ley. Peter

Simone, Mark

Simone. Mark

Skinner. Nathaniel

Skinner. Brian

Solda, Nicholas

Stefanac, Tomislav

Stepien. Stefan

Stevens. John

Storus, Mark

Sullivan. Christopher

Suppa. Nicholas

Surkont. Michael

Taylor, Kyle

Tersigni, Adrian

Teresigni, Robert

Turzyn, Zenon

L'rsini. Brandyn

(Jrsini, Jonathan

Van Delft, Blake

Vetta. Luca

Vieira. Jason

Voon, J ude

Vukovic, Daniel
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Walsh. James

Weizer, John

Welch, Kevin

Wittaker, Kurt

Winiarz, Eddy

Wojtasik. Arthur

Wolski, Wojtek

Yong, Reginald

Zeno, Apostolo

Zuccarini, Matthew
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Ten Good Reasons for Developing



Albonese, Daniel

Alexander, Rolan

Alkins, Andrew

Allegranza. Daniel

Andrachuk, Donald

Andreoli. Christopher

Antolin, Matthew

Antonik, Paul

Astone, Miehael

Badour. David

Baldassarra. Matthew

Barry. Greg

Benedetto. Gregory

Bertucci, Alessandro

Bilyk. Stefan

Bookman, Jeffrey

Boynton, Michael

Braga, Michael

Buba, Michael

Burlington, Thomas

Byers. Michael

Campbell, Richard

Capuano, Frank

Cataneo, David

Cerullo, Franco

Chan, Eddie

Chan, Kevin

Chiovitti, Mark

Cimini, Roberto

Cipolla, Corey

Clark, Denis

Cooper. Joseph

Coscarella, Marco

Cresatti, Geoffrey

Crolla. Michael

D'Amico, Nicholas

D'Cruz, Geoffrey

Da Fonseca, Carlo

Da Silva, Daniel

Dawood, Steven

De Luca, Adam
De Santi, Julian

fct4l4t
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DiVuon-De Luca. Zachary

Delisi. Danny

Di Biase. Mark

Di Blasi. Gianpaolo

Di Fonzo. Daniel

Di Iulio. Davide

Di Pasquale, Danny

Di Renzo. Marc

Di Tosto, Luke

Dias. Alexander

Dileo. Aaron

Dineen. Aidan

Dineley, Angus

Dixon. Jonathan

Dobosz. Thomas

Donegan. Lawrence

Donnelly. Ryan

Downs. Matthew

Drennan. Giancarlo

Escobar. Andres

Ferraro. Paul

Filip. Mark

Fortnum. Robert

Francella. Michael

Freitas. Andrew

Freyman. Mark

Frost. Damien

Garetson. Adam
Gibbons. Adrian

Grant. Daniel

Greco. Robert

Grossi. Adam
Harris. Kieran

Hayward, Casey

Hui. Joseph

[eraci, Vito
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Ihnacak. Brian

Irwin, Giancarlo

Jenkins, Kevin

Johnson. Mark

Jones. Michael

Jones, Sean

Kavanagh. Patrick

Kavanaugh. Sean

Keating. Jonathan

Kim, Andrew

Kim, Steve

Komorowski, Bart

Kostowskyj, Michael

Kuuskne. Stefan

Kandiuk, Mathew

Kwong, Kelvin

Kyrzakos, Jeffrey

Lawson, Nicholas

Le Coche. Michael

Leung. Nelson

Levine. Michael

Li, Kelvin

Lombardi. Silvio

Lozzi. Mark

Macdonald, Robert

MacKinnon, Bryan

Maolino, Luigi

Maksimowski, Michael

Mamalyga, Matthew

Mammoliti. Jean

Man. Michael

Manduca Barone. Alessandro

Marques, Alexander

Marra, Robert

Mateja. Matthew

Matthew, Daniel

Ma/urek. Carl

A*l 4 * fel tfe
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McCarthy, Sean

McCutchan. Andrew

McHugh, Kevin

MePhee. Iain

Meehan. Jonathon

Meneguzzi, Robert

Mitchell, David

Moretto, Peter

Mori, Ian

Myndiuk. Roman
Nahirny. Adrian

Nanni. Kevin

Newton. Andrew

Nicholls, Sean

Nocilla. Alfonso

Novotny, James

Nunes. Jonathan

O'Farrell. Scott

Pagnutti, David

Pal. Andrew

Pal. Charles

Parsons, Paul

Piccininni. Daniel

Piatt. Geoffrey

Polischuk. Peter

Poloni. Paul

Poole. Robert

Popow. Matthew

Primucci. Joseph

Profenna, Anthony

Puppi. Justin

Quintana-James Michael

Rebello. Martin

Regan. Trevor

Reiterowski, Adam
Reitorowski. John

Reynolds. Mark

Rokou ski. Patrick

Ross. Kevin

Rossetti. Daniel
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Royiwsky, John

Rubacha, Matthew

Rubino. Christopher

Ruffolo, Antonio

Ruscigno, Daniel

Russo, Michael

Rzeszutek. Richard

Sado. John Paul

Schade. Craig

Schirippa, Joseph

Shaughnessy, Pau

Silva. Matthew

Solecki, Andre

Soumalias. Yiannis

Sperduti. Michael

Spraggs, Kevin

Succi. Michael

Sullivan. Michael

Sydor, Andrew

Tarn. Michael

Tekeste. Sirak

Templeton. Derek

Tershakowec. Paul

Tong. Raphae

Truax, Christopher

Tsang. Nicholas

Tyrell. Richard

Valela. Domenic

Varino, Jose Philip

Vennare. Michael

Wojcik, Daniel

Woo. Jeffrey

Wood, Jeffrey

Zalucki, Tomasz

Zamrij, Mark

Zettel. Martin

Zito. Adriano

Zucchet, Nolan
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looking for new areas to develop \



Adamovsky, Michael

Aitken. Nicholas

Arambulo. Christian

Arthur. Glen

Asaro. Sam
Aucoin. Justin

Babiarz, Michael

Badali, Bryan

Baranowski, Andrij

Barhieri. Adrian

Best, Jeffrey

Borraccia, Michael

Bravo. Michael

Brent. Tim

Burke Tsakmakas. Greg

Burrows. Christopher

Capo. Marco

Cappuccitti, Giovanni

Caprara. Federico

Carroll, David

Carvahal, Leonard

Cesario. Mark

Cheng, Jerome

Chiu. Bernard

Cholodny. Nicholas

Chorabik. Peter

Citrullo, Christopher

Clementi, Paul

Colford. Tyler

Collantes, Prin/

Cordier, Marc

Cortelluci, Robert

Czerwinski, Michael

Dagenais, Michael

Di Giulio, John Paul

Di Gregorio, David

^fcttfcfe!
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Di Gregorio. Vincenzo

Di Nunzio. Antonio

Di Leo. Christopher

Dubniak, Paul

Fazzari, Andrew

Fernandes, Vinay

Finan. Liam

Forbes. Alexander

Fotia. Joe)

Frith. Bryan

Frost. Peter

Gadon, James

Garisto. Joseph

Gayle. Justin

Geerts. Ryan

Genco, Jonathan

Giacomelli, Max
Gianetta. Tom

Giosa. Andrew

Goveas. Nathan

Greco. Marco

Greco. A.J.

Gregoire. Mark

Greiss. Da\ id

Guglielmelli. Peter

Hagner. Andrew

Henrv. Kevin

Higgins. Conner

Higgs. Benjamin

Hill, Kvle
~

I hk It iktih

Ho. James

Holland. Toby

Hucker. William

Hui. Michael

Hurley, Michael

Dlanes, Carlos
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Mclsaac, Matthew

McKernan, Justin

McMaster, Conor

Mior, Derek

Miskiv. Andrew

Molckovsky, Mark

Morris. Andrew

Mota, Cory

Moyer. Paul

Mulroney, Donal

Murnaghan, Brian

Murphy, Michael

Naranowicz, Jan

Nowakowski, Alexandre

Oke, Torname

Olijnyk, Paul

Oliveira, Tony

Opolski, Paul

Ottavino. Anthony

Park. Andrew

Paul. Elliot

Pegoraro. Daniel

Penafiel. Dean

Peyman. Ryan

Picco, Steven

Pignataro, Andrew

Pike. Jason

Pisani. Andrea

Plateo. Michael

Polyzois. George

I fcfc t>

Powell. Michael

Prendergast. Ryan

Punkris, Andrius

Quinn, Patrick

Racco. Marc

Rini. Joseph
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Rizzuti, Nicholas

Royiwsky, Steven

Rubino, Robert

Russell. Tyler

Sannuto. Carmine Itltl

lA&lfc)
Sheehan. Jacob

Shrouder-Henry, Jason

Signoroni, Roberto

Sileika. Dainius

Smart. Andrew

So. Quenton

Song. William

Soppelsa. Giancarlo

Spencer. Matthew

Stephenson. Michael

Sutton. Marc

Taeza. Ryan

Taylor. Joseph

Teixeira. Michael

Tettman. Kyle

The. Amelio

i&fe LI 11 41&

Toto, Daniel

Turi. Philip

Vinelli. Anthony

Visentin. Daniel
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Vukovic, Matt

Walsh. Michael

Yeoman. Robert

Xanipini. Steve

Zawadzki, Chris

Zulys, Richard

r
llttlfcfct)
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Alati, Michael

Allegranza, David

Amato, Lucio

Andreacchi. Roberto

Arcand, Brian

Arrarte. Jonathan

Au-Yeung, Terry

Baldesarra, David

Barkin. Julian

Battaglia. Francesco

Beckford-Tseu, Chris

Bice. Raymond

Bielawski, Gregory

Borges. Justin

Bridle, Matthew

Budaj. Peter

Burton. Craig

Campbell. James

Capobianco. Robert

Cappellucci. Matthew

Carbonelli, Paul

Carlesimo. Michael

Castellino. Jonathan

Cavanagh, Stephen

Chan. Andrew

Chan. Jaelen

Chan. Justin

Chiodo. Andy

Chire, Mark

Chow, Eric

Chun. Michael

Cifelli, Nicholas

Cimini. Gianni

Clark. Jonathan

Clydesdale, Ian

Costa. Gianfranco in 41 l*fc II
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Coulter. Matthew

Cramer. Da\ id

D'Cruz, Andrew

Del Rosario, Anthony

Dennis. Stephen

Di Donate Matthew

Didzbalis. Jonas

Donnelly. Christopher

Dunn. Kevin

Dunsmore. Andrew

Dvl. Steven

Ella. Michael

Eminowicz, Thomas

Fata. Drew

Fernandes. Ryan Mark

Fiorellino, Joseph

Fiorillo. Michael

Fisher. Trumbull

Fiume. Michael

Fox. Martin

Fox-Higgins. Michael

Friday. Paul

Furlong. Derek

Gatta. Stephano

Gesualdi. Christopher

Gidaro, Andrew

Giliberto. John Paul

Giordani. Mark

Gziut. Toraasz

Harrison. Bradley

Haugh, Andrew

Hendricks. Jonathan

Hyginus. Anton

laboni, Anthonj

[aboni, Ra\
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Ieraci. Joseph

Jackson. Rohn

John. Michael

Johnson, Mark

Jones, Ryan

Korre. Paolo

Krem. Michael

Ksiazkiewicz. Dave

Kuo, Edward

Kwok, Jonathan

Kwong. Ryan

Lee, Richard

Leon, Simon

Lista. Michael

Luciani. Stephen

Lui, Jeremy

Macdonald. Michael

Mar, Jonathan

Maria. Moses

Mariani. Simon

Marques, Aaron

Massi, William

Mastrantoni, Gianmarco

Mateja. Mark

Mazzuca, Jonathan

McCabe. Jeffrey

McLean, Joseph

McMoitow. Thomas

Meneguzzi. Andrew

Merlocco. Anthonv

Michalik, Janusz

Mikolich. Kristofer

Molloy, Colin

Monic, Adrian

Morin. Blaise

Myslicki. Michael
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Neubauer. Ian

Nowicki, Peter

O'Farrell, Derek

O" Flanagan. Ryan

0'NeiU,Liam

Onody, Nicholas

Ouimet. Adam
Owen. Julian

Pal. Timothy

Palumbo. Andrew

Pareja. Salvador

Paterra, David

Pawziuk, Kent

Petrasso, Frank

Piekles, Kevin

Polischuk, Andrew

Power. Mark

Pozhke, Nick

Prsa, Michael

Przybylo, Michael

Reay. Mykhaylo

Reid. Kirk

Rivela, Andres

Roberts. Andrew

Roddy. Matthew

Rogers. Benjamin

Rose. Jonathan

Roszak. Dominic

Rouleau. Svlvain

Ryan. Kieran

Sand. Bryan

Santos. Luis

Saverino, Robert

Sawicki, Luke
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Siquiera, Andrew

Solda, Andrew

Spagnolo, Adrian

Stavrou. David

Step. A.J.

Storus. Matthew

Sullivan. Ryan

Taddeo. Andrew

Taggio. Daniel

Tarn. Simon

Tarantino. Stefano

Tardif. Stephen

Teolis. Adam
Tucciarone, Silvio

Turco, Adam
Turzanski. Paul

Ursic, Christopher

Valente, Paolo

Wagner. Dennis

Whittaker. Derek

Winter. Sheldon

Wong, Alvin

Young, Steve

Yu, Christopher

Zettel, Matthew

Zigan. Walter

Zochowski, Maids

Zuccon, Mark
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Intermediate Activities

The Intermediate Dance

Public Speaking Contest

66

Gold medal winner Michael Ceei at far right with Raphael Sammut and Geoffrej Frost

n Monday February nineteenth, eight students in grade seven and eight competed in the Prep

School's third annual Public Speaking Contest. The contest brings together parents, teachers

and students in a celebration of student effort in prepared pubhic speaking.The candidates

worked for over a month revising their speeeches and honing their presentation skills. Grade

seven student Raphael Sammut took third place with an enlightening presentation oil

immigration through the eyes of a four-year old. Geoffrey Frost's comical presentation on

subway travel in the city . took second spot. Grade eight student Michael Ceei won top

honours . speaking passsionatery about his brother with special needs. All these subse-

quently competed in the Royal Canadian Legion and Lions' Club public speaking contests.

Congratulations to all who participated.





Prep School Hockey House Leagui

.nlc.Jocob Surkoit.,C->ri9 Tlm.Cnria
- iwlc iJallacB.AlOSBaritlra Capo, Steve _i ' rlo.flnrfreu 'lccinni.

AVALANCHE
LEAGUE

CHAMPIONS
2001

Played 6 games

Won five games

Tied 1 game

Oack Sow-Haul Baptwtta.DriB ffatiak.Jas
-

-
,

-

;-iile f aga.jonatfar Picdn, Paolo "^rcello.

rront ^cw- Albert Helchlor.iireg Chali

BLUES
RUNNERS

Front Row-Jonetnen Llartl ,1-uclQ "arcella.Devlfl <i nan ,*.drien Oel/lncenio.

Kiaslng-WnDert Speer.

UP

Played 6 games

Won 4 games

Lost 2 sames

Beck flow-Michael Hreuer.f'ichael Kc-rylak ,<affaele Tomasone/'att ^acDonald

t-r^nt Rou-David P'colp.uret] Lrsini,Tom »ndrenli , Jamee Greco

Msslng-Chris Smith

.
.

-
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CISAA Champions

Softball
Front: Bill Iannaci, Michael

Britton, James New. Damien

Eccleton.Chris Lang. Michael

Misterski

Back row: Mr. Miller. Paolo

Marcello. Ivan Miskiw. Matthew

MacDonald. Jansen Shrubb.

Nikolai Knights. Pat Sexton,

Michael Furmusa,

William Chan. Mr. Lee

was their first year in the league. They were undefeated scoring a total of 192 runs in 1 1 games with less

liant 15 runs scored against, in one same PAT SEXTON had 10 RBI's ( including a grand slam) .

irst Place Team

Cross Country Under 14
Front: Geoffrey Frost. Michael

Reford, David Stevens. Louis

Santelli. John Wintermeyer, David

Torchetti

Second row: Richie Mariani. Daniel

De Marchi. Mark Locicero. David

Kuhlman. Freddie Cassiani. James

New. Mr. C. De Piero,

Back Row: Mr. J.Byrne. Julian

Zamparo, Mike Brewer. Chris Smith

Steven Rubacha. Mr. C.Callasihan.

Steven Rubacha . a Grade Seven

student finished third in the City

Championship . his performance

lifted the team to a first place finish.
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Metro TCSAA Champions and CISAA Champions

SOCCeX Under 14

Mike Morelli

Dante Di Julio

Chris Smith

Mike Tilatti

Conor Behan

Matt Pelech

Jonathan Piccin

Vince Rocco

The Under 14 Azzurri

dominated both leagues

they were in and com-

piled a 20- 1 record..

They competed in a

field of 200 Metro

schools to win the

championship of the

TCSAA. They defended

their last years" CISAA
title easily defeating

Appleby College 3-1

m

Anthony Mancini

Matteo Mendicino

David Steven

Andrew Cosliano

Adam Bianchi

Andrea Korre

Terry Reid

Peter Miele

Harold Woolnough Mr. Matt Pasano. Coach

II

CISAA Champions

Basketball Under14
In their most successful seasaon ever, the Prep Basketball under

the Guidance of Mr. Matt Pagano and Ms. Jennifer Allan won

the championship in a thriller against U.C.C.. Aras Ruslys and

Kyle Simmons led the team on offense and defense.

Aras Ru'-Kn

Mike Malatesta Paul Barbetta Paul Miski\ Lucas Miller William Chan Phil \inula Matteo Mendicino Mike Hntun Mike Formusalansen Shruhh



Volleyball Under 14

The Under 14 Volleyball team

had a great season with keen

competition. They entered the

Independent School League and

the Provincial Cup Tournament

A great deal of talent was uncov-

ered to be developed in next

year's Junior team.

Kneeling:James New, Steve Dagenais, Richard Clune, Mike Britton,

Standing: David Kuhlman, Harry Taylor, Steven Rubacha, Phil

Arruda, Scott Giles , Rob Poole, Jason Saldanha, Tyler Barrack, Mr. P. Mancuso,

(not in picture: Joe Ser

Hockeyunder 14 champions
UNDEFEATED SEASON (18- 0- )

SECOND SUCCESSIVE YEAR TO WIN
THE CISAA TITLE

THIRD SUCCESSIVE YEAR TO
WIN THE U.C.C. TOURNAMENT

Coaches were: Mr. Peterjohn Miller. Mr.

David Lee
The roster included.:

MITCHELL GILLIN, AARON PUPPI

HARRISON TAYLOR, JOHN MARCY.
NIKOLAI KNIGHTS, JOHN CONTINI. FREDDIE
CASSIAN1. MATT GANASJvIARC FIUME. STEVEN
DUFFY. ANTHONY MANCIN1, ANDREW COGLIANO.
JARED RUBINOFF. PAT SEXTON, RICHARD CLINE
JULIAN ZAMPARO,, JAMES NEW. MATT PELECH,

VINCE ROCCO, SCOTT GILES, LOUIS GASBARRE
JHASE SNIDERMAN. CHRIS VENDim
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Art Medal

Steven Ierullo

French Medal

Michael Tilatti

English Medal

Giuseppe Cammisa

The Faculty of St. Michael's College School

Intermediate Division 2000 - 2001

Headmaster
Director of Studies

Director of Guidance

Grade 7 Core

Mr. Vince Pagano
Mr Paul Dignan
Mr Giancarlo Mazzant renal

History Medal

Adam Olkpvich
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At the refreshment Valedictorian Geoffrey Michael Ce«

table Frost & Mr. Pagano Salutatorian



(Graduation

Daniel Russo Principal's Medal Most Improved Medal
,C

receives his diploma William Chan Andrew Cogliano
Scholarship

Health Education

Michael Bellisario

Music Medal

Daniel Troiani

Science Medal

Greg Rouleau

Parents Guild Medal
Vincent Rocco

Mathematics Medal

William Chan
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Our prep guys are a

great addition to the

school community.

They remind us of the joy

of growing up, of learn-

ing the great things.of life

that are now within their

grasp - they are the

developing ones who are

starting to put on Jesus

Christ and the

St.Michael's spirit
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Aburto .Robert

"Good-bye. I am leaving because I am

bored." George Saunders, last words

Here's what did it for me: Crew (while

it lasted). Swim Team (OFSAA alter-

nate ). superfans. Wednesday, "a mock-

er) ot the institution". 4 years of Latin

(ancillae me delectant), washroom

breaks, and third period spare. MS,

GR: Requiescat in Pace). Last words

of wisdom: "Slurpee policy is always

in effect."

Albonese, Michael

The years at SMC were great. It's been my privi-

lege that I owe to my parents. I would like to thank

them for all they have done for me. I also want to

thank my friends & God for helping me to get

through the last 5 years: Paterra. Mazzeo. Caruso.

Scampini. Sgro. Scandolari. Marmora. Racco.etc.

Marc Santi (R.I.P). you were a model for all! It's

been a real wild ride and I'm sorry to see it end! To

the rest of the '01 Grads in the future. Good Luck

and Carpe Diem! All good things come to an end.

but great things never die!

Arcuri, Domenic
The best five years of my life are now fin-

ished, but will never be forgotten. Friends

for life have been made, and the memories

will always be with me. I would like to

thank my parents for all their sacrifices so

that I may be here. Santi. rest in peace, you

will always be in my heart. Special shout

out to the "beast" (M.L and N.S). and to all

the boys, you know who you are.

Arezes, Richard

After five years at St. Mikes I have to say that

this school has shaped me into who I am to-

day. Thanks mom and dad for sending me.

Thank you Lord for helping me to get through

it. Thanks to Mr. Barry for teaching me knowl-

edge. Mr. McCann for teaching me goodness,

and to Father Zinger for teaching me disci-

pline. Thanks also to Father Enright for four

years of IHL action. Thanks to all my buds

(you know who you are) cause without them

it wouldn't have been half the fun. Thanks for

all the good times guys!

Atkinson. Sean

SMC to me represents rive of the most reward-

ing years of my life. Along the way I've learned

many life lessons but, to borrow from Robert

Frost, I can sum up everything I've learned about

life in three words-it goes on. Firstly. I'd like to

thank God and my family for all the support

they gave me. I'd also like to thank everyone

from SMC who helped me during my time here

especially PB. Bergin. Chittle, EI, Fitz. Fisher,

the McCanns, McKeman, the runners and my
boys Bilyk. Doherty, Lontoe, Mikey. Mo Cash

and NickyB. Gentlemen, we made it..

Barbetta, Mark
It's been ajokes 5 yrs. I'd like

to thank all of my teachers

ami all my boys (slicks, spags.

turzanski. dark, dm, kegger.

onody. taggio. stubs, teolis.

shark, lent, brittle, dies,

larqy) and (he lost

X)ys(sillzjan, michaillof). 1

have no regrets that I spent all

my high school career at

SMC

Avis, Christopher
I entered St. Mike's as a tall, lanky boy. I now

leave as a tall, lanky man. Five years have gone

by in what seems like a flash, and have been filled

with so many great memories. Thanks to my par-

ents for giving me an education instead of buy-

ing a luxury sedan, and to all the bo\s for the

great times. From the under-cut to the mullet the

hair was never pretty, the locker was never clean,

and the rocket was always late. Best of wishes to

all those graduating and remember that the glass

is always three quarters full.

Pat Barbieri

Well boys, its finallj come to an

end. However. Fridaj nights were

different, except tor... and Tomato

Burgandy's will always be our

home.To Jonino.slaw s,L> nchino,

Matheno, MacDx2. FU1 1 WO.
boj s. its been great, it doesnt get

better than this. So boys,we leave

our d\ nasty,SMC w ill never be the

same after we leave!
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Beauvais, Michael
"I can picture in mv mind a world without war.

without hate. And I can picture us attacking thai

world, because they'd never expect it" - Jack

Handey. End of the road. boys. My five years at

SMC have profound]) shaped who and what 1

am. and I am forever grateful. Mv thanks goes t< i

God for all He's given me. to mv parents. Marie.

and grandparents for their support, and to my
teachers for their tireless effort. Thanks, you've

been a great audience. My name's Mike Beauvais,

I'll be here all week.

Bellissimo. Adam
Goodness, discip

line and knowledge-

let these he your

L'tiide

I

I

Bellissimo. Vincent

Memories of St.

Mikes never

die !

Best. Matthew
"No one would want to li\ e w ithout friends" Aris-

totle. 5 years now its over thanks to my family for

their love and support, you made it possible.Thanks

to Barry. Nards. Chittle SRO.To my friends who

made these v ears great thank you. I will never for-

get these years. John Lee's baptism. Fran's. Cancun

2001. waterfall, midnight runs. Teo's notes.

Damian's exotic food. Duffs car\crib. afternoon

training with Dario. grade 1 2 period 2

spare.sessions.senior you have 20 minutes. never

ending toilet.Wally Lies.grade 10 science.school

printer.IAM OUT PEACE!

Bilyk. Adrain
5 years of earl} mornings and late nights

and what do I have to show for it. To be

honest not much. What 1 do have is a great

experience that let me grow as a student,

athlete and as a person. I would not have

been able to make it without the support

of my family and friends. Thank you Mr.

Vitullo for teaching me the sport I love and

thank you Mr. Sheridan. Mr. Fifield and

Father Zinger. for being great teachers. For

the BOYS: I will never forget you, or the

great times we shared in and out of these

yellow halls. I'm out..

Bozzo. Adamo
I can't believe it!' My high school career has come

to an end. First and foremost. I'd like to thank my
parents for all of their love and

support. I'd also like to thank the boys who have

made these live years incredible and my teachers.

especially Fr. Zinger who has allowed me to look

into mv soul and truly discover who I am. Boys, it

has been a great run. but the race is over. It's time to

move on to the hig leagues and see what we're truly

made of. Sanli. (R.I. P. I. And remember. "Be your-

self: no base imitator of another, but your best sell.''

Birgiolas. John

Some things I'll always miss at St.

Mikes: Mr. Thompson's hilarious quips.

Father Zinger's essence, operation, and

adoration for Anthony Plescia. Mr.

DiLeo's eagles and turkey s. Mr. Zahra's

know ledge of computers. Mr. Zovv nir's

know ledge of science. Mr. Romano's

joy of teaching. Mr. Zanardo's angelic

demeanor. Mr. Dignan's voice. Mrs.

Morra's microphone boom-box, Mr.

Shannon, and who could forget Mr.

Ribarich's inspiring enthusiasm. It's

been great. Shloumpeltepeumst!'!

Breech. Michael
To my family, thanks tor sending me to SMC
and for your continuing love and support With-

out you, none ofthis was possible.To mj teach-

ers, thank y ou lor instilling in me goodness, dis-

cipline and know ledge and basically lor putting

up with me for five years. Thanks tomy freinds

lor the many memories! running. Mansfield,

McQuaid, Cancun, etc). Finally, thanks to my

coaches lot leaching me dedication and hard

work. BTYV. Remember "only those who risk

going too far can possibly find out how l.n one

can go." TS Elliot RIP Marc
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Briand, Robert

Well boys, its over.A huge thanks goes out to

anyone and everyone who has helped me

along the way. Thanks to my family for their

unconditional love and support. Fortius, I will

be forever indebted. To all the boys thanks

for sticking with me through the thick and

the thin. I am eternally grateful to all the teach-

ers and coaches who helped me along the way.

Memories include Gillins, broken lamps.

Rails. Ireland2K (mikey. johnboy, beauv.

doyle. H20). (farqy, de courcy, smeenk). 54

forever. Hoikity Choik on C, S.M.C!

Brown, Nickalus

First of all I would like 2 thank God and

my parents 4 giving me this opportunity

+ always pushing me 2 go 4 the best. Jen.

thanx 4 all your love and support. Mark.

Sean. Mike. Andrew M. Chili, thanx 4 all

your help, if u need anything, u know who

2 call. 2 the rest of my family as well as

Mr. John. Mr. Vitullo, Mr. Fischer. Mr.

Dipinto. Mr. Romano. Mr. Zanardo thanx

for all the support over the last 5 years.

Greatest Memories-TDCAA Finals (Vol-

leyball ) 98/99, CPSL. Senior Soccer 200

1

and the Blue Shooters. Good Luck To All!

Peace + 1 Luv

Budaj. Peter

Cherish the

fond memories

of yoiur Dou-

ble Blue days

Calafiore . Jay

As I look back at my sia\ at St. Mike's, I

realize that it went by way to fast. From the

conspiracy theories in Nards class to the one

liners in Chitts. BJ. SL.CS.Fults.Barbs and

to all the Cancun boyz i'll never forget the

good times we had together.I want to thank

my parents for giving me the opportunity to

come to St. Mike's. I can't forget

BBHL.Mnskoka. Buzzer/ Major games and

uncle dotigie. Good luck everyone in what-

ever you persue next year. Have fun and make

it count.

Burlington, Jason

The most memorable years of my life have

come in a flash and gone like the wind.

St. Michael's has shaped my life to follow in

the guidance of our school motto:"Doce me

bonitatem et disciplinam et scientiam" Sin-

cere thanks to my mom and dad for their

love. support.and understanding, teachers

who have assisted me. Fr.Zorzi. Kerry

Blues+coaches.pd.2-3 spare boys, Fr.Zingers

insightful classes, Mr.Pagano.and all of Class

2K1. "Trust the dreams,for in them is hid-

den the gate to etemity"-Kahlil Gibran M.S.

forever in my thoughts, till we meet again.

Campione, Joseph

Hey...you...look here. RIGHT NOW! It took St.Mikes 5

years to finally realize that Dom & I were selling the

"phrase of the millenium". Thanks to Frank tor the moti-

vation of it. Mike forgetting annoyed h> it, Chex & Plescia

for trying to yell it. Dom for co-creating it. James for hear-

ing it. & the rest of St. Mike-, for appreciating it. Zingo.

the gardens look great ' Mr.P. thanks for the razors! Chit/.

staj RTG 1

Santi. you are our leader always A: forever.

'luu »U1 nevei be forgotten! DOUBLE BLUE FOR-

EVER! Ciao a tutu!

Caruso Roberto
It docs'l feel like the first tune I walked into St.Mikes

was half a decade ago But 1 have experienced a lot of

good times.had times.and tragic limes in these five

yearsTve also made some good friends here Thanks

toeverybodj whomademy high-school careeragood

ime Special ih.mks lo

Paul,Bird,Marm,Dave,Capo,Racco,Scampini,and all

the gms who kepi it fun.Thanks lo m\ hiolhcr.lor

making me understand math, and the biggest thanks

io m\ parents for spending a loi of money so I could

have a good

high school experience.

Cavalluzzo, Jean-Paul

There are certain people that I must thank before I can speak of

the hesi years ofmj hie. Mom and Dad you instilled in me the

hard work ethic thai you both had >our whole lives Sis you

always keep me on nn iivs Katie you me.m so much to me and

\ou always keep me motivated lo these people, all I can say is

I lose you'. JR/Beel BiKk and Fh Boys, we had great times

together. Neva forget St, Michael's isn't a place forjust academ-

ics and Athletics, it'sa place \\ here > ou will meet the most amaz-

ing people in your life. Forme, n was not only in the classroom,

but alsoon the football held "Remember,wheneveryonecounted

us out!" Always remembei out achievements and champion-

ships Blue Blood Forever! When you finally gel used to the

yellow bricks, it's nine to move on.
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Ceccanese .Anthonj

It was the best of times, it was the w ( »rsl

of times. Well, at St. Mike's, the worst

of times simply doesn't come to mind.

From Fr. Zinger's Grade 10 Latin class

to Mr. Shannon's Grade 1 1 Chemistry,

class to my final OAC y ear. it has been

quite an exhilarating experience.

Shouts go out to all the guys who stood

by my side and made those lunch hours

all worth while: VQ. PL. PC. JF. VW.
& DG. Shouts out to all those who par-

ticipated in Oliver! Dazzling work eve-

ryone! I'll miss you guys! DOUBLE
BLUE 4 LIFE!

Chalabardo.Andrew
Well boys, it's over. I'd like to thank

m\ parents, for covering the bill. We
shared some great memories in these

yellow bricks. TDCAA soccer gold

with Nick, and two TDCAA
championsips with the kern Blues.

The great times in Pulco. To Fr.

Zinger. one o\' the greatest inspira-

tions in my life. Last but not least.

we'll remember the great life of Marc

Sand. He was a brother to us all. and

all I can say is you were a true repre-

sentation of what a St. Mikes man is

all about. R.I. P. Marc, and God bless

all the crads.

Chan.Christopher

I entered this school a boy and I am exit-

ing a man. Five years have comeand gone,

and I will forever cherish these years at

St. Mike's. The wealth of experiences,

know ledge and insight I have received is

priceless and thanks to all the teachers that

have guided me on this fruitful path Ku-

dos goes out to my parents who have sup-

ported me day in. day out. and to my

friends w ho have walked this long road

with me.

Chiovitti, David

It's all over now. but it's not all forgotten.

There will always be thememories of SMC.
Memorable classes like Mr. McKernan

Grd.l 1 EnglishlYoucandoit!). Mr. Shannon

Grd. 1 1 Bio&Chem. OAC ModYVest with Mr

Barry (MERRR!). Grd. 12 Physics with Mr.

John! From the sublime to the ridiculous |,3

years of McCann for religionlare you in the

cave?),Calc with Narduccil Set the derivative

to d'zero) and OAC Bio with Mr.

Vitullol David shut up). And a shout out to

per.3 spare. Godspeed to you all.

Chavez. Paul
"In order for something to begin, something

else must end." Things to cherish: St. Lucia

2000. gitz. leaving things to the last minute

cv; still pulling it off. endless laughter, and 1

1

tests & assignments in 1 week. Thanks to

Mom & Dad for all the sacrifices they made,

my sister & the rest of my family for their

love and support, all the friends I've made

for enriching my life in & out of school, and

Mr. Sheridan cV Mr. Peter McCann. forgo-

ing far beyond the textbook & teaching me

about life. Thanks for the memories every-

one. BAAAAA!

Ciancihello. Fabian

Keep in touch with

SMC your Alma

Mater

Coccia, Paul

Ok. it's borrowed from my Pheebs.

And there .ire three things >ou should

know about me. One. m\ friends are the

most important ihinji in m> life. Two. I

never lie. And three. I make the best

oatmeal-rasin cookies in the world.

Well. I don't make litem a lot. Because I

don't think it's fair to the other cookies

Gerald Commission
In thetwoyeai sFve been at Saint Mikes I've learned a

lot: how to delaj tests, to become "sick" .u opportune

moments and lo avoid and put things off as much as

possible However. I ve also learned that there are ide-

als which people still live to uphold, ami I've learned

that it is better to have learned, loved and lost then lo

ever missed out on that goodness. Lates to all. KM" Sand,

we'll never forget voll

I
!



Cook, Tyler

Thanks to all that made this a great year tx ith

academically and athletically. (Fr. F. Fr. C.

Fr. Zorzi. Coaches). Peace Out to all the bo) s

and hopefully the good times will never end.

Faiqy, Farqv! Thanks for the support in the

playoffs. Just remember all you need is love,

and a beach!

Creta Raffaele

Well Boyz. otir reign has finally ended. Alter li\ e

years of great times and memories I've beci ime .1

man of blue blood. Thanks Mom and Dad. all

the Boyztpulco. parking lot (especially you Eddie.

you've been there since the diaper days. Tlianks

to all the teachers. 32. Dip. Zingo. and especially

Vinnie, you kept me in tact the whole waj

through. Finally for all those caught up in the

world of worries I leave you with the words of

Padre Pio. " Pray. Trust in God and Don't Worry."

PS. Mark.you'll always be in my prayers.

Costa. Luigi

Remember the school

that made a man of you !

De Courcy. Michael
" Ability may get you to the top.but it takes charac

ter to keep you there" To my parents 4 their suppor

and for picking up the bill, thank u.I can't thank 1

enuf.To all my teachers and coaches over the 5 yis

thank you.especially to Mr.Pagano. Mr.Fiscbfl

Mr.Grassi. Fr.Zinger. And what would SMC b>

without the memories:blue gaels lacrosse, golf, x

country. IHL. chillenium. the JJ and all the boy

that made these memories possible. Finally this goe

out to the future blue gaels. ".. go out there and sticl

'em" -Slapshot

De Gasperis, Julian

What can be said about the last two years.

the best of my life. It's been an incred-

ible trip that's coming to an end but I wilt

always remember my time at S.M.C. I

would like to thank Our Lord, my fam-

ily, and my teachers (that includes you

Mr. Pagano) for all of their guidance and

support To my boyz(THS ). thanks for all

the memories, but we're just getting

started. Being part of the St. Michael's

community was truly a great time in mj

life, one I will never forget.MS54

Devendran, Prevain

Hello, Toronto! It's been five years and the P-train

has finally reached the end of the tracks li seems

like yesterday I was walking in the hallways foi

the first lime with m\ hla/er and the brand new

scenl ol mj vinyl binders. Thanks to mj parents,

the Man upstairs, those who were there when I

needed them, those who were al the wrung end ol

in\ jokes, and bus 107. A special shout out tokeele

V mat Nevei give up because il ream Package

can win a hockey game, anything is possible. P-

money has left the building.

De Rosa. Marc
DEMON DOGSI'.Firsl.Santi.we miss u and

know u are watching over us. Alw ays in our

hearts,MS#54.Big thanks to my family for

sending me here and supporting me through

hard times.To all my friends.u know who u

are .The memories were great.and only more

tocome.Going to SMC.I found my self.but also

found out about choosing friends. Hearing a

saying from a great mind explains it

best: "Every one wants to ride with you in a

limo.but what u want, are those who would

ride w ith you on the bus." Thanks Bo) s!

Di Carlo. Dario
Thanks everyone for all the great memories you've given

me snowboarding.l ib's food groups, train ride v. Rieh.

naming w Best, Smek's names. Duffs van. Grossi's

truck, leo's cartoons, Rob's locker, Pat&Sam subway,

rides, Wall) S . I'l I follow the leader. Stamler in bio,

Adrian $70 Cancumfull glass, broken elevator Tlianks

Grossi Sorn if 1 left out am one
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Di Ruscio, Luca
Well, here are five of the best years of

my life coming to an end. It has trulv

been a blissful experience here at St.

Michael's College School. I would like

to thank my parents for allowing me

the possibility to attend such a fine in-

stitution. A ven, special thank you to

the unforgettable Fr. Zinger for being

the greatest inspiration in my life. Mom
and dad. I love you. Good luck to all.

Ci vediamo.

Di Vi/io. John

5 years gone h\ and nothing bin great

memories.Thanks to m\ parents lor picking

up the tab and supporting me. because with-

out them this wouldn't be possible. 1 also want

to thank God for giving me the ability to com-

pete in sports.Track V7 OFSAA '98'99, foot-

ball'00 TDCAA-CISAA champs. soccer '96-

'01
. JS thanks for being there.Teachers, coaches

especially Mr. Chittle sro/rtg and Mr.

Trentadue. ill make it some day. Finally, the

boys.Thanks lor the memories Acapulco'01,

Demon Dogs'Ol.Marc Santi l

l»s::ii(i| RIP

God bless, thanks SMC

))

Dirracolo, Ryan
St. Mike's has truly been a great school to me

and its traditions and ways of teaching have

helped me to develop into the man that I am

today. The most important tiling that this

school has taught me is to believe strongly in

mv faith and w ithout this I would not be able

to survive in today' s world. Thank you to all

of my friends who have made this memora-

ble especially gate six and mv blue rose. Good

luck and remember these five v ears alwavs.

Doherty Christopher
I would first like to thank God and also

my parents for all their support. Thanks

to all my teachers especially Mr. John

for all his lime and advice on and off the

court. Shouts out to the three amigos.Au

BallEddie. Burls. G.Bilv k.Y.and the

whole back corner in the caf. All the b-

ball games, morning "walks" to Seven

wuh JR. and Can Geo classes will be

missed. I will alwavs remember what

happens when u mess with the bull, and

what that thing is w ith the eagles and the

turkeys. I am now a St. Michael's man!

Later boys.take it ease!

Doyle. Kevin
As I go forth to confront the change that

this existence inevitably carries. I say

to ye: make ready. For the inexorable

storm of tragedy will, one day. befall

you. A man is defined b_v his actions,

not in comfort, but within hardship.

Through endurance we shall conquer.

Duffy, Matthew
Well, its been Bve long years of work and it's

final lv done. I w ant to thank mv parents for send-

ing me here and I would like to thank mv broth-

ers and sister w ho put up w ith a lot of stuff from

me. To all my fnends D.D.A.S.RV.J.L.M.B.T \l.

J.M.D.S.S.P.P.M.M.T.D.G thanks tor the sup-

port. The good times, the lunch club, all those

music concerts. And I would finally like to thank

my girlfriend Kiki for being there for me through

this last year. To end I leave these words of

wisdom:"Whatever doesn't kill youonl) makes

you stronger." I did it'

Dunn. Ryan
I would like to thank Mr McCann ( Eng. I for believing in

m\ ahilinc-. and Mr McCann I Rel. i for show ing me « hat

the real things in life are.

Mr. Bergin for his numerous stones that begin with "inci-

dentally in 1985..." Finally, I would like to thankmj coach

Mi Bam. for his continual support and guidance. "This

one's for the boys in the crew. « ithout them we wouldn't be

here!....good night folks, do up your jackets it's a little bit

chillier then w hen you came in. the\ \ e all gone so well go

too."

-Gord Dow nie

Dzwonek. Patrj k

Goodness . discipline and

knowledge will guiide

\our life !
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Estrella, Alfred

"Back in the day when I was young. I'm not a

kid anymore..." Five years have disappeared

so fast, and although I'm happy to finish

High School. I can't help feeling nostalgic.

I'll never forget the days of the pit and the

parking lot. Heat stree and the wall, twin ex-

plorers and all the friends - "memories don't

live like people do, they always remember

you, whether things are good or bad, it's just

the memories" To all the friends I used to have,

yo I miss my past". .."but sometimes I sit and

wish I was a kid aaain"

Farquharson. Steven

First I would like to thank my family

for all their support both on the ice and

in the classroom. Well boys this chap-

ter of our lives is finally over. Thanks

for all the FARQY cheers at the Ma-

jors games that always kept my head

(P.M.R.B. M.S.M.B.D.S. Thanks

boys) I could have never asked to be

part of such a great bunch of guys and

a terrific school. The decision to come

to SMC was the best one I have a made.

Fava, Justin

This shall be my parting word:

Know what you want to do- then

do it. Ernestine Schumann-

Heink

Femia, Giuseppe

Grad quote: hardest assignment at St.Mike

Relive 5 years of memories in 100 words. Moi

and dad. words can not describe my gratitude

can only say,"Thank-U." To all the teachers wf

had to put up with me."Sorry," but know that

all effected me. Thanks to the Almighty for a

that he has provided. To the BOYS.the parkir

lot is no longer ours.who would have thougl

that we would have to leave. Thanks for tJ

memories:Grade Nine HR. Pulco 2001<Wr

needs sleep. Chris?) Good-bye and good lucl

Fernandopulle, Marino
The journey has come to an end. needles to say

St. Mike's was filled with many memories that

I will keep for life. There are many I must thank

for they are responsible for not only making the

journey possible but also enjoyable. First and

foremost, I thank my parent for their continual

love& support, and $35000! . The Basilians. My
teachers: Narducci, Shust, Thompson. Sheridan,

Fr.Zinger, Mr.Pagano. I have the utmost respect

for you all. The Asian crew who supplied most

of the memories. And Finally God. for the per-

severance to see this challenge to the end.

DoubleBlue Till I'm Through!!

!

Ferraiuolo. Patrick

They say people rarely get to live out

their dreams fortunately I have lived

mine. Ever since I was a young boy. I

knew that my blood was blue and that

SMC was the place I HAD to be.

Thanks to my family for making the

dream a reality and to the bov s for

making it sweet. All good things must

come to an end. however, and I now

leave a St. Michael's man like those

who have gone before me. For those

still living the dream: "To you from

failing hands we throw The torch; be

v ours to hold it high."

Ford, Thomas
My time has finally come to leave this yellow

building.These years have been long and hard, hit think-

ing hack they were the most fun. Main nights I found

myself working until 3 am then going for a late night

session. St. Mikes was a fun and challenging and I will

nevei forget these years ot course, tharut to all those

who helped me:) hi regards to preparing you for the real

world. Mike's did a good job. II there's two things I'll

remember, the) are: the importance ofcoffee and Tfyou

mess with the hull, you get the horns

Fracassi. Piero

Never forget

your Alma Mater
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Fulton. Joseph
It's lime for a cold one. [' am shutnei down.

Thanks Mom+Dad for all your support. 1 don't

know if it can get much better than thisuMa) 24's,

all nighten peacock ). Ciara I cherish e\ erything,

barbs pool. Brunny. weightroom, Dabine, the

loop, the hoop and everything else. Finally,

"Good looks open doors, but the) don't keep you

in the room." -Todd Coomber

Fung. Clement



Femia , Giuseppe

Serve God in all that you do.

Be true to the Double Blue

Fernandopulle. Marino

May God be the best part

of your life.

Ferraiuolo, Pat

goodness , discipline an d kno

wledge will guode your life

Ford .Thomas

Memolries of the guys at St. Mik|

e's will brighten your futujre

Fracassi, Piero

Hello. Toronto! It's been five years and the P-train has

finally reached the end of the tracks. It seems like yes-

terday I was walking in the hallways for the first time

with my blazer and the brand new scent of my vinyl

binders. Thanks to my parents, the Man upstairs, those

who were there when I needed them, those who were

at the wrong end of my jokes, and bus 107. A special

shout out to keele & mac. Never give up because if

Team Package can win a hockey game, anything is

possible. P-money has left the building.

Fulton, Joseph

ServeGod with al

lyhopour might

Fung. Clement Galati, Giuseppe
Five years have gone h\ so fast li seems like onl) yesterday

that 1 Hrst entered these yellow brick walls, just .1 green kid. Keep the D
Now, I'm graduating a man. Memories: checked into walls nnblo R|iii> Snit'il ilwivs
•is .1 niner.detentions daily, no girls.no soap,cafeteria

food,school dances, sonic great discussions, Buster's

everyday.Allancourt Fridaj nightsjotsa laughs.exam all

nighters.being hue for homeroom.becoming a Prefectfwho

would've thought?),etc "Man is born five and eveiywhere is

in chains" I've broken my chains and now I'm live. 1'he

future is looking bright
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Goudie. Paul

Remember the good times

at SMC. Follow the

lessons you were taught

here.

Gough, Michael

The love of

God must he

part of your life

Gratta, Domenic

Throughout my five years here at St.

Michael's College I have learned several sig-

nificant life lessons: Love life no matter

what; Love God. yourself and your family

before anyone else: Alvvavs be

\ourself:Respect your fellow brothenand

finally, yell at the occasional person then

deny that it was you. Thanks to all my
friends. Mr. P. Nards. Fr.Z. Mr. DiLeo. and

Mr. Fischer for being truly inspirational.

Thank-you Marc for opening my eyes to the

things that are ultimately important in life.

Look here now... wasn't me.

Grossi. Daniel

I now look back and can positively say that

the time I spent in this place we call St.

Mike's have and will forever be a memory

which will never be forgotten. The memo-

ries are far too many to write in this quote

but they will forever be in my mind. My
friends are far from few and I will always

treasure all your friendships. I can proudly

say I am a HOG. a Kern blue, and I do bleed

:>lue. I thank my coaches, teachers, friends,

and most of all m\ family for helping me to

become a St. Michael's Man.

Greco. Alexander J.

Trust in Jesus for

help at all times

Gurrieri. Jordan

Its been five years since I first siepped un-

der that stone archway in front of SMC.

I

came not know ing anyone or what 1 w as

getting into, but now I leave with a count-

less number of friends, who have made

those five years the best ofmy life, and an

experience that has helped me find my-

self and what I have become.Those great

friends, some w ho are w ith us in spirit now

.

and the things I've leamt will never leave

me as I move on with my life. I'd like to

thank mj parents tor forking ov er the cash

to keep me here and my teachers for let-

tins me siav.

I I

Hagino,Kevin
Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness. Things slip in

and out of existence, yet forever will these memories

remain with me: Bboying at the pep rally and dances,

laughing ill it hurt to smile, cheering til it pained the

throat, studying ferventl) upon suicidal tendencies.

w .itching Chan run into a pole. "On va .111 labo".. Th;mks

ti
i Mr McCann for inspiring my philosophical insight

In closing. "The effect of life in society is to complicate

our existence, making us forget who we really are hy

causing us to become obsessed « ith \\ hat « e are not."

Hay. John David
St. Mikes has been good to me. I'll he forever in

debt to my family for their support, and niv teach

crs for their lolciancci Mi \ '

i lo all my blue-

blooded boys . your friendship was returned with

interesi Long live lreland2k and Scrumpy Jack I've

learned two genuine things about life at St Mike's

One is that " Life moves pretty fast \nd It you

don't stop and look around once in a while, you

might miss it
"- Ferris Buellei Double Blue HI

I'm through.Cheers'
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Hospedales, Justin

I give my divine thanks to God the Almighty

and the heavens above. To my parents I'm

truly thankful for watching over me. For all

the friends I have gained throughout the

years at OCS and St. Mike's they will never

be forgotten. Special thanks to R.S, S.B, P.M

and the rest of the boys from OCS for being

there for me. Never forgetting my Blue

Blood brothers E.V. M.R. J.Z. A.B. N.B.

MS RIP. It was a great ride boys and we

have finally arrived accomplishing our goal

of becoming true St. Michael's men. best of

luck and God Bless.

Howard, Alexander

The days of high school have finally come t

a close. The 5 years of walking through thos

yellow walls are finished, still the memorie

remain. The memories started the first wee

of school with meeting new friends who I'

remember for all time. Also once the spoi

seasons started the year became better. Th

best memories with sports are the 5 years c

volleyball, and the 2 OFFSSA silvers and .

bronze for archery. The memories from S

Mike's will never leave me and I'm proud t

say that I was part of the Double Blue family

Hucker, Andrew

Keep the famous

Double

Blue always in mind

Hunking. Aaron
'Day by da>. nothing seems to change, but pretty soon,

everything is different" (Calvin and Hobbesl.I don't have

much advice, but for those

who insist. There is a point in even, person s life where

they become stressed out no matter what the situation.

For those times I offer three points of ad\ ice. 1 Take a

deep breath. 2. Have a drink 3. watch the sun roll by.

But alway s remember w hen putting forth an opinion: "I

maj not agree w lth what you say. but I w ill defend to

the death your right to say it" (Voltaire).

Jones. Brady

"Boys we've got a lot of losses" but we

had fun doing it. Cheers to the guys

that I have shared so many memor ies

with. I'll never forget them. Thanks to

the Buzzers for the experience,

JDB(French Connection). Good Luck

my brothers, I owe one to you cuys!

Kanitz.Andreas

Just Brine It!

Karka. Darius

"Nobody realizes that some
people expend tremendous

energy merely to be normal."

- Albert Camus
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Kim. Anthony

"There's no such thing as a vampire, it's

all make believe like elves, gremlins and

eskimos" (Homer J. Simpson). I'd like

to thank St. Mikes tor 5 years of greal

education.



Kim. Paul

Always remember

St. Mike*s and the

Double Blue

Kliman, Kevin

There may be days v. hen you yet up

in the morning and things aren't the

way you hoped they would

be(Steph)/ In the midst of winter I

found there was within me an invin-

cible summer! Camus)/ Greatness is

dictated by passion/I'm sure glad

the) didn't send me to CHAT/
Stanley is everything (Kliman)

Kramar, Michael

Great thanks to God for life to be. to Mom and

Dad for having me. For all the main great and

small, will always know I loved them all. Al-

though this path in life should end. I'll not forget

the time 1 spend. For no one know s. where the

next one goes, but cherish the one that's gone.

Vale atque Salve.

Lake. Andrew
It's been a great five year long tour of duty and

now. sadly, my tour is over. I will always remem-

ber SMC and the people I've met here. Some
memorable things from SMC : Mr. Barry's Mod
West Class, Mr. John's Physics class and OAC
Latin with Mrs. Morra. Here's some advice to

live by from the B.G. : "Never support weak-

ness. Always support strength" -("Heretics of

Dune". Frank Herbert); "My name is

Ozymandias. king of kings : Look upon my
works, ye mighty.and despair"-Percy Bysshe

Shell)

Lanzillotta. Mario
vVell bo\ s. five years at SMC arc sadl) o\ er. Thanks tor the

neniories and most important]) for > our friendship. Special

hanks goes out to Fr.Zinger. for opening my eyes to God;

Vlr. Sheridan, for the confidence he instilled in me. and Marc

Santi. a true example ofwhat it means to be a Catholic (God

lu\ ya Fatrj i. Finally, thank you Mom and Dad. m\ two

biggest inspirations in life, for your eternal support and end-

less love. I hope I make you proud. Double Blue 'til I'm

through. "Don't cry because it's over. Smile because u hap-

pened."

Kwan. Michael

My journey through St. Mike's is fi-

nal ly over. St. Mike's has laught me
everything I need to know to succeed

in life and now its time to put it into

practice. I'd like to thank my teachers

for encouraging me and my friends for

making my years at St. Mike's memo-
able ones. I'd also like to thank m\

parents for all of their contributions to-

wards my education. I hope that all of

you will succeed in your endeavours

and prosper in the future. Thanks lor

all the memories.

Lam. Raymond
5 years already? Where did the time gc >

'

There are so many things I'll never for-

get. Metrohow Is. Superfans. Abbe\ s. the

pool hall. Senior Band. ENG OA5.

spares, and breaking b> the lecture hall.

Mom and dad. thanks for sending me

here. Lawrence, thanks forAP help. Kev.

battle to the end. Rob. another round of

golf? Doug, thmiks for the laughs at your

expense. Mike, keep it real. To everyone

else I couldn't mention, thanks for the

memories. To the class of 2001, good

luck! Peace!

Lawson, Michael
"So I started out for God knows where. 1

guess I'll know when I get there". It's been

the fastest five years of m\ life, and I

wouldn't trade them in for anything.

Thanx go out to all the guys, .ill the par-

ties, nights out and coonei were awesome.

Thanx so much to im mom.dad and iu>

brothers. I couldn't have done it without

you guys. "You miss l<x)'< of the shots

you don't take", and I've learned ih.n. live

with no regrets lis been fun.
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Le Marquand, Paul

"Do the best you can, where you are, with

what you have, when you haveit!" -

Theodore Roosevelt. I have been given

much and. therefore. I thank God. my

parents, sisters, teachers, secretaries,

priests, counselors, and friends. They have

been constant sources of wisdom and

support. My OAC favorites include: Sr.

Frances English, Fr. Zinger Seminars, Rm
1 1 4. Guidance Office, and Kings& Peas-

ants. "He who is afraid to ask is ashamed

of learning." -Danish Proverb

Lee, John

The past 5 years have gone by quick tings.

St. Mike's has been a memorable experi-

ence and it will be missed dearly. I will

also miss Sr. Frances and how we always

tried to get her off topic. Finally. I'm go-

ing to miss the great friends I've met here.

M.B..M.D..D.D..A.S..A.K..A.M..D.G..

D.N., T.C.. S.F. P.M.. P. V.. S.P.. and D.S.

Lee. Justin

I would like to take this opportunity to thank

God for being my guiding light and source of

inspiration. I would also like to thank my par-

ents for their love, my friends for their support,

and my teachers for their invaluable knowledge

and experience. A most special thank you to the

Basilian Fathers for the gift of education. In-

debted to you. I will always pray for you and do

m\ best to make you proud. And to all those

future SMC graduates, cherish the school. Al-

ways keep an open mind and take advantage of

evervthina it has to offer you.

Leung. Bryce

And they thought I was re-

tarded. I sure showed THEM.
Stupid government.

Leun«. Cedar

Leung . Paul
This 5 long yearsjourneying through SMC
is finally over. \et memories are still fresh.

SMC taught me great things, how to learn,

live life and reach for my goals, which I

am fore\ er grateful. Thanks to those teach-

ers (ie Sr.Frances. Narducci. Shannon.

Yitullo. McKeman) who made learning so

enjoyable. Also, peace, respect, thanks to

mj friends for their friendship, advice, help.

Lastly, the most important people in m\

life, my family (Mom&Dad ). thank you for

the endless support, love and care you al-

ways gave me.

Liberatore, Matthew
I can't believe it's my time to graduate.it feels

like I've just arrived.Mom&Dad w/o your guid-

ance and support I wouldn't have made il.thanx

forgiving me the oportunih to attend St. Mikes.

Thanx to Zingo,Zio Vinny & Tony Z. Bo\s

we've been through a lot(THS)the rule is

n\er.Pu/er what can 1 say calculatelGaled.I

will miss these yellow bricks bye lor now .good

luck andCarpe Diem !

Lobraico, Matthieu

"Don't mistake lack oi talent for

genius". (Steele. Peter), It was good

while it ended. Long live METAL.
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Lontoc. Christopher

\ 1\ fi\ e > cars here at St. Mike's were never easj -

There are man) people I must thank: m\ mom.

for all the sacrifices you've made for me. my dad.

for all \ our help. I love you both. Mr. Vitullo and

team mates, for making me a better volleyball

player, to my boyz: Sean A. Nicky B. Mike\ Y.

Andrew M. and Adrian B for always making me

laugh. Char. 143 4ever. For the rest ot the grad's.

1 leave a quote from Walt Disney : "All of our

dreams can come true, ifwe have the courage to

pursue them." Good Luck Bin s!

Lynch. Sean

May Goodness.

Discipline and Know-

ledge follow you I

in your life.

Mac Donald. Colin
To all my boys, you know who you are. its

been a great 5. From hooner ta cooner. Patty

O'Briens ta Coco Bongo's. Lets make some

more good times in uni. St. Mikes has been

good to me and ive learned lots. "Fill what's

empty, empty what's full, and scratch where

it itches." -Dutchess of Windsor

Mac Donald. Mark
It's been a great five years at SMC and 1

can't believe it's over. Thanks to all the boj S

you know who you are. A special thanks

to my parents for supporting me. Memo-

rable times include: gr. 12 semi. may 24

with the uncles, funions. euchre all da>.

daily BLT's. BBHL. the big bear sandwich,

teen wolf, bellies, late night, the gauntlet.

Burgundy's, hunan. Fr.Zinger's watergun,

Nov housew arming. Thunder Beach sum-

mers, and all the other forgotten great

moments.

Mac Kinnon. Malcolm
In the final weeks of my career as a stu-

dent at St. Michael's. I observe in par-

ticular the members of the graduating

class of 2001. I hope that we will not

forget the good and bad times w e shared

with one another. I know that the obsta-

cles that we have overcome have onlj

strengthened us. and the good times ha\ e

given us hope for the future that lies

ahead. Remember.. .."We live to survive

our paradoxes" - Gordon Downie BEEF

Mac Lean. David

NB : this grad quote has been sanitized for \ our

protection, "the friends thou hast and their

adoption tried grapple them to th\ soul w/

hoops of steef'-Shakespeare "thanks to you I'm

much obliged, such a pleasant stay, but now

it's time for me to go. the autumn moon lights

my way"-Led Zeppelin "give thy thoughts no

tongue nor any unproportioned thoughts their

action'-unknown "Pain is inevitable, suffering

isoptional"-M.Case\ 'Where are the feasts we

were promised '.'"-J. Morrison "In a row

Clerks

Mak . Pak Ho
There are many beliefs, but there

is only one truth! Clarity anyone?

:@ Ha Ha Ha He He :)

Maloney. Andrew
Withm> five year sentence finall) up,

its time to reflect on the good, the had

and the ugl>. I remember more good

than bad though. ..Mr. Barry's rainfor-

est killing handouts and sarcastic his

tory jokes, Burgen's coaching and

"non-coaching", Latin with Lewis.

CanGeo with ("hits, classes with

McCann and Fischer, plus .ill the

friends I've made. St. Mike's ain't per-

fect, hut Us prett) damn close
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Mammoliti. Antonio

I will always remember this place, and the

friends that made it great. I came not know-

ing a soul, left with friends for life. I played

on great teams; Kerry Blues. PHAT. Demon

Dogs, played with great men. I thank; God

for these years, my parents for the opportu-

nity and help, and Nonna and Nonno for their

sacrifices. I thank my hero's for my strength;

Uncle Marcel and Ante Ray. Nonno and

Nonna Raso. Uncle Arch, Grand-Papa.

Mickey, and Marc. One day we will meet

again in a better place. Remember "If you

don't net the rock, make the block." A.M.

Mangan, Michael

St. Michael's has undoubtedly been the

right school for me. I have learned many

lessons in class but more important are

those 1 learned in the halls, and after the

final bell. Through the triumphs and the

sorrows. I have developed as a student, and

as a person. Thank you to my family, and

teachers for your time, effort, and infinite

patience. The friends I have made, and the

knowledge I have gained w ill remain « ith

me for the rest of my life; for this. I am

grateful.

Marcotte, Adam
Five years ago I entered SMC as a

well-groomed, spotless, polite, naive

little niner. Thanks to SMC for the

superfluity of memories, and for

showing me how to find my own way.

Blah Blah (insert cliche here),

"...emancipate yourselves from men-

tal slavery, none but ourselves can

free our minds." -Bob Marley

Marmora. John
The 5 years are finally dusted, but

there are no regrets. Thanks to God

and my family for the support

throughout my life. Thanks to EM5
Crew.Adamo. Chili. Divizio. Bozzo.

Memme. Mario. Snelly. BohilThe

Prodigy) and the rest of the Gate 6

'mizing' crew. Things like ball hockey

talks. Pulco, St. E runs, Walt's mis-

sions will be hard to forget.MS
(RIP)."ZODIAK" "The world is yours

and everything in it" Scarface

Martins. Christopher
I would like lo thank everyone thai helped me reaeh

this goal in my lite. First. I'd like to thank God. I'd like

to thank mj parents lor their investment and confidence

in my future, for which I can never repay them. I'd also

like to thank my brother and girlfriend for whose sup-

port and encouragement I relied on daily . I'd like to thank

the staff and also my friends who have helped the lasl

five years he the most enjoyable and most fun years of

my life. This school w ill always he a part of me. Dou-

ble Blue Forever!

Marzo, Frank

Where nave the sears gone?] wish to thank my loving

family for their guidance and support e\er> step of the

wa\! Thanks How- Domenic.Joe. Mike.Anlhony.and

James for being there through it all. The memories will

never be forgotten! Shout outs to Mr. P. Mr.32, Zingo.

Mi Bism incite and N.irds for the man) memorable laughs.

Santi.you will always be in my prayers. Marzonian Dic-

tionary : Hey, there you go!, Ugggh!, Mang, Nice!, Bang,

YaHa(crackle)!, huh. Today Dom. not tommormv. It's

called going shopping boy/'And Constant Cravings!

Mather. Brian

"What's the situation'.'
1 '

The situ-

ation is that 1 have now come to

the end of m> time. Thanks to my
parents to whom 1 am eternally

greatlul .Thanks to the BSS crew

for being aw some friends -

JI'.Hrigga.Jas and especially JR.

Thankyou Caroline for the great

memories. Go l.eafs Go!

Mauro, Antonio
Top ten things I have said in the past five years

10. No. I cant go out tonight. I have to do home-

work. 9.You had4 hours ofsleep last night, you're

my hero 8 lest?What test? 7 Not nearly enough

females around here 6. Make the soccer team
'

No problem! Right??? 5 No. Sapiano 1 didn't

know that. 4 I could, but thai would require en-

ergy 3 \h » V $! 2 It's onl) S 20, 1 could be at

school in 10 minutes. I. Hey. were you taking

note-- ' Cause I fell asleep
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Here e this year's grad survey, enjoy!!

2001 SMC GRAD SURVEY

:

Most likely to join thecircus:

1) J ohn Bailey 39

2) A ndreasKanitz 1

1

3) B ryce Leung 9

Most likely to win a Nobel Prize:

1) C hristopher Sapiano 37

2) J u stin Lee 15

3) P aul LeMarquand 10

Most likely to get rejected as a

Backstreet Boy:

1) C hristopher Shaw 19

2) G eraldWilliams 11

3) P atrick McKernan 6

Most likely to come back to SMC as a

teacher:

1) M alcolm MacKinnon 20

2) M ichael Tersigni 19

Most likely to play a professional

sport:

1) G e raid Com missiong 59

2) E dward Verbanic 7

3) A ndreasKanitz 6

Most likely to miss registration day at

university:

1) V aruna Quiterio 1 6

2) D ouglas Nameth 15

3) A ntonioMauro9

Most likely to runthe SMC arena:

1) M ichael Lawson 54

2) C hristopher Sulliven 23

Most likely to replace Raduasthe
computer guy:

1) B ryce Leung 63

2) C arloSilverio 6

3) A lessandroGirimonte 5

Most likely to ask us for money on Bay
Street:

1) A ndreTilban-Rios22

2) A ndrew Snelgrove 12

Most likely to become a priest:

1) P revainDevendran 32

2) D amian Ryall 15

3) P aul Le Marquand 7

Most likely to get arrested for public

nudity:

1) D aniel Soobratty 30

2) R affaele Creta 26

3) E ddie Verbanic 12

Most likely to replace A.J. as a

Backstreet Boy:

1) G erard Williams 24

2) C hristopher Shaw 22

3) A dam Bellissimo6

Most likely to be sent to shave by Mr.

Pagano at graduation:

1) P asquale Speranza 63

2) A lessandroGirimonte 16

Most likely to get rich playing stocks:

1) N of AndreTilban-Rios18

2) A ndre Tilban-Rios 17

3) M chael Galle 9

Most likely to lose everything playing

stocks:

1) A ndre Tilban-Rios 84

2) J amesPeyman 1

Most likely to be a successful

politician:

1) A ndrew McConnon 1 5

2) M chael McCarthy 1

1

3) W ilson McCutchan 6

Most likely not to hand inthis survey:

1) D ouglas Nameth 13

2) J ohn Bailey 9

3) J u stin Hospedales 8

Your Categories:

Most likely to start a fight at

graduation:

Steven Farquharson



Mazzeo, Paul

"Don't cry because it's over but rather smile

because it happened." - Me In the blink of an

ej e the five best years of my life have

passed.Thanks to all the characters in the 200

1

class for showing me a good time.Thanks to

my teachers for helping me to become a

student.Last.but not least thank you Mom and

Dad for giving me the chance to attend

St.Mike's . My life changed for the best Au-

gust 22nd and I'm never looking back.

Michael McCarthy
"Don't walk behind me. I may not lead. Don't

walk in front of me. I may not follow. Just

walk beside me and be my friend. "-Albert

Camus.Than.x to my family,! love you all.

Thanx to McCann Bros, and Fr. Zinger. you

showed me the brilliance of life. Thanx also

to Sheridan. Emile and Enright. Awesome

friends marked this amazingjourney, u know

who u are. We had fun anywhere,

anytime !Take lots of pictures in the future and

don't forget the times we shared from 9-OAC!

Double Blue Till Were Thru!

Mazzo. Tony

Never forget the

Double

Blue lessons!

Andreew Mc Connon

"In the depths of a seemingly

endless winter. I learned that

there lay within me an invinci-

ble summer".

Wilson Mc Cutchan

I would like to (hank all m\ teachers who for

the past five years have put up with my antics.

the late assignments, creative excuses and ex-

cessive absences. Thank you for all your guid-

ance and support throughout the years. 1 will

never forget these 40.. ..uh. 1 mean five years

that I spent at St. Mike's.

Mc Isaac. Michael
Five yeais passed as it il were a day. Struggling. mostly

because of cronic procrastination. I finally conquered

the yellow brick monster! To Mom and Dad thank-

sou from the bottom of my heart for the continuous

love, support, encouragement and patience through-

out the years. Matthew and Marie 1 pa\ed the road,

now you guys walk it. Kimberly. you were there when

no one else cared, alw a) s pushing and believing in me.

Thank-) ou tor e\ ery thing y ou \ c done and continue to

do,Iloveyou RIP Man.-.

Well it's die end of an era. CHEERS!

Mc Reman. Patrick

"Truly, great friends are hard to uiul.ditlicult to leavcand

impossible to forget'
1

- G.Randolf 1 would like to thank

everyone including m> friends who have always been there

lormces|veallySP.SM.MM.DS.M|),\IH, IV Also

the teachers Fr. Zinger. Trendaduc.Sr I ranees. Things I'll

always remember are "the waterfall" incident with al,

Ivsi.ico I'd. 2 spare with Cooky, Best, leo. (thanks Stel

.iml Sammy iBalckout day, Gas leak l)a\. Snow days, and

all the boys here who made il a blast And one last shoul out

to Marc, we'll nevei forget you!

Memme. David
Pack your bags. It s time to go! And so it is. and

this journey, comes to an end. 1 find my self reflecui

on m> time al Si Mike's. Il iruly has been an honoi

All of the friendships which have come to be. and .

of the memories we ve created will stay with me al

ways To out dear friend Marc Sana, until we me;

again, you will remain in our hearts forexer. 1 thai

all who have supported me along the way, especial

ui\ parents, to whom I am truly indebted Thank >o

Hoikely ChoikonC SMC!
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Milway, Michael

"Friends don't m;ike the world go round. the_v

just make the ride more enjoyable." Thanks

boj s for making this the best ride ever even

though I was always driving. Gillin's.

Ireland2k. the Caf wall. IHL and elassie

spares. All my love to my parents for their

support and tor making me stay, you are sim-

ply the best. "For all the friends we made

and the good friend we lost along the way. In

this bright future you can't forget your past

so dry \ our tears I say."- Bob Marley

Miranda. Stephen
It's been .

s long years ol good and bad

times, however, even when times were

bad I could always count on ms friends

being there for me. Tins school has given

me the know ledge and discipline lo can}

me far in lite. I'd like to thank ms famils

For theirsupport,mj teachers, m> friends

(tHs). and the Almighty One. This isn't

the end. it'sonlj the beginning, I'll see you

all when it counts. I'd just like to pass on

one piece of ad\ ice I used to get through

high school successfully, "Ifyou're tired,

don't tight it, just take a nap" Latz

Mo, Jeffrey

The years at SMC have gone by so fast. The

ACSL Competition. AP Calculus. IHL

hockey, double spare, are among the memo-

ries I'll have forever. Thanks to my teachers

for preparing me for university and life.

Thanks to Mr. Peter McCann and Mr. Fischer

for teaching me to take my faith seriously.

Thanks to Mr. Narducci and Mr. McKernan

for making classes fun & educational. Thanks

to my friends for keeping these 5 years inter-

esting. Thanks to Mom. Dad. and my brother

for their love and support. Finally, thanks to

God for providing everything.

Muniak, Stefan

"The game is up"-\\ illiam Shakespeare.

Cymbeline. Five years of yellow bricks,

now at an end. I'm e\er grateful to my
parents for all the support, both financial!)

andbs ssas o!' motivation. All in all itwas

a lot ofblood, sw eat, tears, stress and fun.

alw as s fun. Good times and great friends

i'll never forget. Look out world, here we

come! "The supreme accomplishment is

to blur the line between work and play"-

Arnald Tos nbeer

Nameth. Douglas
"What does it profit a man. to gain the entire

w orld, but to suffer the loss of his soul?" The

most important thing about growing up is not

themarks you get or how many aw ards you

win. it's about what kind of memories you take

w ith you. A word to the w ise: never sell out a

friend to save your last 5$. or to spare your

last bit of gas, someday your life will depend

on a friend. Here's to the boys! ! R.L. R.A. D.S.

M.D, P.M. T.F. J.L. MM. etc. Thanks for the

memories boys!! CHEERS!!!!!

Park. James
In 1997. 1 entered Ihis institution ofeducation as a hew ildered

niner that grew up in the suhurhs of Toronto. Since Orienta-

tion Day, I developed into the object of Father Mohan's nu-

merous speeches: a St. Michael'sMan. After 5 years of toil in

the academics of this school. I do not douht for a moment that

coming here was and will he the hest choice I could have ever

made. I have met some great people along the way, and do not

regret ms choice. 1 thank all ms friends and famils for sup

porting me all the way.

Olkovieh, Nick
To the warden, Mr. P. thanks for belies nig

in me. to his staff; Mr. B. Ms B. Ms DM.
Mr. McC's. Mr S. Mr C and Mr Z. thanks

for 'trying' to keep me in line... I learnt a

lot from you guys. To ms bos s. AE aka

Omega

Red. FT aka Tntdat. AH aka The Huck-

ster: we always had a blast, words don't

do justice, great times' To the fallen: \ 1 \ I

.

Mli. and DW. Thanks to ms parents lor

their support. Marc, watch over us. "The

onl) good is know ledge and the onls e\ il

is ignorance." Socrates

PassatJume. Samuel

"Life is tix> important to be taken seri-

ously." OscarWilde It's been great5yrs,

th\ to all for the ride. The friendships

made here will alw ass he treasured, ami

I alssass got sour hack. We've been

through a lot together anil it's alssass

worked out line. These sis were unfoi

aettable.
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Peyman, Jason
It's hard to believe that five years have passed

since I first entered St. Mike's. I would like

to thank my family for their support as well

as Mr. Paul McCann and the Zuccon family

for countless rides. While 1 won't miss get-

ting up at 6AM. I will miss all the people

who made St. Mike's such a special place. I

am proud to be a graduate of St. Michael's

and know that the lessons I have learned here

will not be forgotten. " The mind is not a

vessel to be tilled but a tire to be kindled."

Plutarch

Philhrook. Andrew
Just a little time before we leave"-Eddie

Vedder. It's hard to believe that five years

is up already. There have been so many

good times with so many good friends dur-

ing my stay here, and even though I'm leas-

ing, the friendships and memories I've

made will last a lifetime. Thanks to mom
and dad for putting up with me for 19

years, and to St. Mike's, friends and fac-

ulty, for making me the guy I am today.

Wherever I go in life. I'll be a St. Mike's

man first. Check vou later!

Pick. Alan

So Thanks to Everybody for

five great years, riding the Bike

to school & Good Day !

Plescia. Anthony
It seems like only yesterday I was nerve

preparing for grade 9 orientation das. No

5 years later. I can honestly say that atter

ing St. Mike's was the best decision that I

ever made. The values and life lessons

that I've learned shall never leave me; a

the memories will last a lifetime. A spec

thanks to my family for alw as s supporti

me and for dishing out their hard earn

coin. Just keep in mind that you can't pu

price on a priceless education. Wish me lu

as I enter the big scan world of co-ed ee

cation, gnaa!

Pusateri. Salvatore

I can't believe it's all over! It seems like it was

onl) yesterdas that high school began. I guess

its true about what people sas "time flies when

yourhavingfun". 1 wouldlike tothankmy fam-

ily, friends ITHS ) tor all the memories and sup-

port. All of our trips. Gate 6. will be remem-

bered and all of memories will be cherished.

Thanks for everything. You guys are all great. I

would like to thank Mr. Pagano fores entiling,

and now its time check out. M.S. 54 always in

my thoughts. "Carpe diem" OOOH YEAH!!!

Quiterio. Varuna

"Some days you're the dog. some days you're the

hydrant." -Anonymous. Five years have passed

and mans thanks must be handed out. First of all.

I would like to thank my family for their encour-

agement and support. All the members of the fac-

ulty must be thanked for their time and dedica-

tion. Memories include: Gr. 1 1 Bio -Greatest class

of all time. Ireland 2000. World Issues-Greatest

course, the final nucleus and ultimate es olution

of the CRS (societj dies with us). Jim Casie/el.

mans interesting discussions with Vic, and of

course hanging out with JF.PC.PL. and Chc\

Regan. James
I just want to say "SCHPOP" to all im boyz,bj slcsji

ph cm rum mh its been awesome. There have been so

man) memories, junior double blues-the trench con-

nection, may24, cottages, b-days, cafe, long weekends,

ball hockey ibhhli. and the greatest week ever

t'()i)\| k I hope we all stas ho\s tore\ eras we move

on to bigger and better things, li has been amazing and

I will never forget you tg. Now a quote I have always

grown up with, "sometimes you get the beai and some-

times the bear eels you"

Rini. Michael
I would like to thank God for gift of life thai we all

take so much for granted rhanks to m\ parents for

supporting me and making the sacrifice to put me

through SMC l'o all of m> friends.

EddetZamps, Art. the ginos .the cakes" and every-

one else, thanks lor making SMC w hat it «as Alanna

thanks

for the last 2-t years S Mike's Football was one of

the greatest things i have ever taken pan in. the gu\~

on that team has e become ms hnxhers. Joe you aorta

Him) shoeswhen i"m gone Marc Santi you will Hw

on

in tm heart loa-\er'-Mike Rini=So
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Ruslys, Vytas

I would like to thank all my teachers

who for the past five \ ears have put up

with my antics, the late assignments.

creative excuses and excessive absences.

Thank you for all your guidance and

support throughout the _\ ears. 1 will never

forget these 41).. ..uh. I mean five years

that I spent at St. Mike's.

Ruston, Arthur

These live sears at St. Mike's have gone by in

the blink of an eye. It'*, been w ithin these yellow

bricks that I have matured as a student, athlete,

and man. First. I would like to thank God and

my family, especially m\ parents lor their con-

stant lo\ e and support. To the kern blues, and the

boys thanks for the memories, too many to re-

member and count: but truly I wish you all good

luck in the future. Finally, Marc, you were like a

brother to me, and I'll see you again at the cross-

roads. Lates. Tidae. MS/54 4 life.

9
S

Ryall. Damien
An important lesson to learn: "Never be-

gin vast projects w ith only half-\ ast ideas."

So ends part of life that shall not be soon

forgotten. So many memories, so many

opportunities: what with plays, concerts,

clubs and all the other activities. I am
amazed I ever got work done at all. A spe-

cial thank you to my twelve Angry Men.

you have helped me to choose my path in

life. Remember.. ..in light

!

San Miguel, Jeffrey
"Every moment of our life can be the

beginning of great things." The long-

est five years of my life have finally

come to an end. but it 's been worth it.

St. Mike's has given me all the tools

and know ledge I need to move onto

the next level in my life. First and fore-

most. I'd like to thank God for instill-

ing in me the goodness that has al-

lowed me to develop into the person I

am today. I'd like to thank my family

for always being there for me. my
teachers, and my friends for making

these past five years memorable...

Ricardo. Santos

Lifeispersistently complex. 1 1 i sanenormousamountof

decisionsthatneedslobedecipheredinrespectiveorder.

Butcautionmusibetaken; thoughseeminglyidealand

good.somethingsarehlatantly notlchoicecomesexperience

inlifeandexperiencebrings abouttheserenityandcomforl

oftruthinyouractions. Youthspawnsirresponsibility

andirresponsibilityisthe catalystforexperience.but

nimaneweraisbomandl'mnotyoungam more. 'I knew n was wrong.

but 1 did ii anyw aj s, « h.n can 1 say I'm a rebel!" -Hunter S.Thumpson

thanks T+Mac.

Rygier, Conrad

Santi. Marc
TWO roads diverged in a yellow wood. And sorry

I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrow th: Then took the

other, as just as

fair.

And having perhaps the better claim. Because it

was grassy and wanted

wear;

Two roads diverged in a wood.

and 1 took the one less traveled by. And that has

made all the difference.

- Robert Frost

"Well done Marc, you enriched family, friends.

everyone else you met.

You served us all with total integrity. You brought

honour and credit

to the church of Jesus Christ."

- Father Francis Hannan

Sapiano. Christopher

X A n +Y A n = ZA
n: no solutions

for all n>2. 1 have a truly mar-

vellous demonstration of this

proposition which this grad

quote is too narrow to contain.
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Sauder. Alastair

"Ever feel like you've been cheated?"

I shall not waste my days in trying to

prolong them. 5 years. Many things

have been said and done throughout

my time at St. Mike's. I'd like to give

thanks to my Parents for waking me

up in the morning. And all of my
friends (you know who you are). I

have learned a few things here and I

don't think I will forget them. Just re-

member. "Behind every great fortune

there is a crime."

Sawa, Jeffrey

To friends we've gained, to

friends we've lost, to St.

Michael, and to God. I could not

have made it without you.

Thank vou.

Scandolari, Jason
What can be said about my 5 years at

S.M.C.? They passed as fast as they

came, annual steps toward tomorrow

yet far from identical. Many memo-

ries, too many to list, chili winters and

red hot summers. Eternal friends

made (introduction not needed).

Knowledge gained both academic

and spiritual (In aeternam te memo-

ria tenebo Zingo"). No Regrets.

Scharf, Derek

Live the ideals of St.

Michael's

Scocco, Anthony

Five years have passed with the blink of an eye.

and I thank the SMC community for providing

me with an outstanding education, and valu-

able memories. Wrestling. Italy Band trip.

St.Lucia 2000, Acapulco 2001. But of course

all good things come to an end. and thanks to

the 'genitori for picking up the tab. and to the

boys for making these years memorable. Lastly.

Santi. you were one of the best and will never

be forgotten.Don't forget to look down on us.

We miss vou. DEMON DOGS!

Sgro. Christopher

My 5 years @ SMC have come & gone in

the blink of an eye. Thanks Mom & Dad

for all your support. I couldn't have done it

without you. Thanks to all the teachers &
Mr.P for pushing me to do my
best,(especially Mr. Fifield & Coach De

Piero, thanks for the chance). Fr. Zinger.

your influence on m\ life w ill be everlast-

ing. To all my friendstTHS (we have a life-

time of memories & still more 2 come.

MS?4 praj 4 us. "All good things must

come 2 an end. but nev er be forgotten, catch

ya on the (Upside." -Original

Shaw, Christopher
1 would just like to take this opportunity to thank .ill

my teachers and the St. Mike's facult) tor the gifl ol

education I leel lh.it it is m\ obligation lo make

spei i.il recognition lo the two people that have given

me the most inspiration First, Marc Santi who will

Ioicut remind me that hie is yours to shape through

perseverance. Also, lather Zinger who taught me
what u means to be a Catholic. If it were not for

him. I honestl) believe thai 1 would be venturing

into the future as a faithless nnliMdu.il. thank you

I athet Zinger.

Shoucri, Andre
When I lirsi eol here I didn't even know when the

next class began, where it was. or how lo get there

and I still don't. 1 have, however, learned man) valu-

able lessons and have become a better man thanks to

SMC 1 especiall) thank nn brotha and parents, I

thank DUeo,Oat,Pietrkiewicz,McCannX2,Fitz,Lee,

Barry, Smyth, Coughlan, Thompson, John.

McDougall, McKeman, and Pagano 111 always re-

member lt.il> 99, Florida 2K. Si I tx iaOl, Xcountrj

and track, lockei room, cat. and llll
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ARTISTS

AT.WOf^K
The commission was given to our

senior artist to design murals for

cor

lolo Korre with the work he

nceived and eecuted

our hallways

n inspirational St. Mi£ttad*dra\vn by

hese impressive murals
<ere the sensational results

f their efforts.

W

An impressive St. Michael

/



Silverio, Carlo

"An education isn't how much you have

committed to memory, or even how much

you know. It's being able to differentiate

between what you know and what you

don't." - Anutole France —>Throughout

my 5 years at SMC. I have learned the truth

of this quote. With the education great, the

experiences memorable. I wish to thank all

of my friends and teachers and especially

my mom for making me what I am now.

* Don't judge people until you truly know

them.* 1 wish everyone reading this good

luck in future endeavours. L8tr.

Slawson. Christopher

Will we teminise about the daily gauntlet'.' Will

w e still hear the echos of chanting throughout

the halls? Will the occasional food fight slip

our minds? Will the memory of Zinger's

watergun be forgotten? Will the dress code

viloations we were so proud of be gone w ith

time ' Lets hope not! We are now SMC grads.

To the boys. "Speak softly and carry a big

stick'' and sharpen it if you must. Adeline, the

memories will never cease, nor my feelings

for you. "College is a fountain of knowledge

and we shall «o there to drink from it"

Smardenka, Nathan

Remember the lessons

of St. Mike's

Smektala. Damian
Was it really just five short years ago? What

a journey it turned out to be. full of the

memories that make me the person I am to-

day . The most important lesson I had to learn

was how difficult it is to truly understand

someone else. That is the second hardest

thing to do in this life, next to understanding

yourself. MJH. describing what you did for

me in words is useless. Lo\ e and respect goes

out to those who found themselves in these

lasl years, and compassion to those who did

not.

Smeenk. Christopher

"I never let my schooling interfere

with my education." - Mark Twain

Snelgrove. Andrew

I would like to thank God. and m\ par-

ents, without their love and auidance.I

would not have made it. My time at St.

Michaels w as the most interesting time of

mv life, as ii was full ofnumerous tips and

downs. I will remember all of my friends,

mv teachers, and the baseball program.

Over the last five years, I have lost main

good friends, however, the lessons learned,

and the discipline gained, will help me in

the uncertain future. Peace.

Soobratty, Daniel Speranza, Pasquale

Beethoven once said "Friends applaud, the coin-

ed) is over" How fitting. I've learned 2 crucial

lessons here: I lDon'1 sweat the small stuff 2i

It's all small stuff. Thanks torn) parents& SMI

fh. inks lo Mell.i.Mon.S.ii.ih.M.iiLl'.nilin. but

especially the SMC boys (Don't want to forget

anyone). Slurpees,road trips, cottages,Dunn's

i .M Mexican stories,Chindia,3rd spare.

Illl .dock jumping.Ireland, Chris.exams.Italy,

football/hockey/lacrosse games, Maybe, just

once, someone will eall me 'sir' without adding

v. iu i' making a scene'

We ie done boys! Mom, Dad, couldn't have done il w

out \ .mi support [rust mcyou didn't waste vour

money.Daniela,Vanessa, thanks4 making my lite less

boring.All theboysfu know who n r)uguys made this

experience worth all the whilefesp Sgro& la) -we've

been2gethersinceJK) Rl M l\ileoOi.\lav;-lui.s

(isp.ue.ivi 3 spare antics vv Al\ SgroNSCpartanglol

shenanigans before/during/aftei school. MlMH.i'K

\es|\viallv SB Im slow .Nit nol stupid. /im:o. [OU 29

geraniums 11ns is like deja vu all ova agaii
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Stamler. Daniel

e's the lhing.no guys,] won't tell a long and

story.but what 1 will do is talk about this

10 has no fixed address and who's know n by

ne H20kid. His adventures start with his

don to Bombay in search of the great s.ip-

vhile battling his arch-nemesis,the gu\ with

o. The next of his great tales came about

lie was in Ireland while closing a business

import Buhners to Canada w here along the

met achindian picking cherries. Ok I guess

k to scarberia for me thanks and cheers bo\ s.

Sullivan. Christopher

lo you sum up 5 great years in only 100

. well here it goes. ..Senior Hockej X3
s kidding who. I ran the show), St.

rines weekends, Bobby would have had

itball tailgates, majors playoff run, finite

time, matinee + double spare = 11:13 dis-

I. bio

shandog, SMC in Ireland. Morning Lit'

ss to: MP. Mom, Dad, VP, Mr... McCann2

d. Narducei. Mazzanti. Younder, all the

boys. "It's not what you know, it's who

now." Double Blue Til I'm Thru'

Teo, Mark

its ofmy life at SMC Pen 5 years ofmj life

cd - kidding. To all my friends the memo-

LIES. 2nd pd. spare in grade 12. midnight

lezvous and 3am coffee. Cancun,

\i midnight (House Crew, shows, sessions.

werj thing else I've done to the school, what

I say, it ain't a crime if you don't get caught.

I'd like to thank every one BUT God and m\

n. Because everyone thanks them. Double

;n till the day I die. never forget the orange

ks. "( )ne life one chance gotta do it right" -

)

Stopyra, Krystian

Carry with you always

the goodness , discipline

and knowledge you

learned here

Tan. Antonio J..

Well, time's up. High school wasn't so

painful after all. Fondest memories:

plaj mg four different instruments in the

various bands, working on the theatri-

cal productions, running cross country,

editing the Blue Herald, and being an

undertaker in OLIVER!. Thanks for five

great vears. Ciao!

Teolis. Christopher

Well boys its over, the yellow bricks have

changed to red. the M stands alone. Thanx

to: My family. VP/PM/GD/FF/FZ/FE/CG/

DS for your support. I will always

remembenthe first day. missed net in IHL.

grl 2 spare. P.Shannon. Pat in Mr.T's class.

Physics with Stef Rob John. Soobs in the

crowd, chill'n at Mike's. University

visits! sorry Dunn), the united P. OFSAA
gold, and those I can't fit. Good bye grad

tie. hello alumni tie. Double blue through

and through.

•rsigni. Michael Alexander
ame lo SMC 4 \ears ago and was greeted

th open aims. These yellow bricks have

rever changed me and 1 will always he a

Mikes man. I would like to thank my par-

Is for gi\ ing me the opportunity to attend

ch an extraordinary school. I also want to

-ink Mr. McCann I religion I. Mr. V. Pagano,

d Mr. Pietrkiewic/ for pushing me to my
nils, and always believing in me. Good luck

all the grads in the class of 2001 . To sum

j
my four years at SMC: "Veni. Vidi. Vici".

Tilban-Rios, Andrew A.

The yellow bricks of St. Mike's have become
a place of tradition and excellence. We have been ingrained

with those traditions and have learned to achieve excel-

lence. As we depart for our futures we will remember our

common past and "With a heart full of line and gratitude.

I now take leave ol you I mosl devoutl) wish thai your

latei days may be as prosperous and happy asyoui former

ones" -George Washington
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Tonks, Matthew

We entered SMC young and immature. 5 years later we leave

older and less immature. We leave as leaders and hope for the

future. Thanks Mr.Vitullo for always helping me with volley-

ball. Thanks and props to Mike. Mark. Adrian. Niek. Alex for

sticking together. Thanks Kramar for putting up w ith me for five

years. It's over. Thanks Mr.Fischer for always canng and chal-

lenging me to do my best. It's amazing how things have changed

in 3 years for all of us. "Always do what is right. This will sur-

prise some people and astonish the rest."(Tolstoy)

Venditti, Paul

I came with Red Blood 1 left with Blue Blood. That's

the sum of my yrs at Mike's. In Gr 9 I felt like a little

boy being bombarded with quotes about turkeys, con-

spiracies, and SMC cheers. Now I'm older and wiser,

but will always wonder why Trentadue was so loud,

and Cogi so happy. I Thank my teachers and my
friends the 3amigos,Y&SCrew, WFS. for helping me

through it all. 1 thank St. Mike's for teaching me this

principle; Character may be manifested in the great

moments, but it is made in the small ones. (Phillip

Brooks) To the memories.

Truax. Patrick

I would like to thank my parents from the bot-

tom of my heart for everything

they have given to me. Special shout outs to Nick

O. Andrew!No show ) H. & Alfred (Omega Red

)

E.. Hat Street & the Wall is where we had the

best of times. And to everyone else that I've dealt

w ith the last three years, thanks for everything.

Thanks again to my parents and I'll see you all

in due time.

Verbanac Edward

As I look back and reflect. I can easily say that

St. Mike's has been the best 5 years of my life. I'd

like to thank my parents for being there for me
both physically and financially. I love you both.

To my Kerry Blue brothers; Z-Daw g. Tidge. Rim.

Grossi and the rest of the boy z. thanx for every-

thing. I'd like to thank God for all the blessings

he-

has given me. Finally, to Marc Santi. there won't

be a day that goes by where I w on't think of you.

thanx for being who \ou were. MS-54 Forever.

Vitullo, Michael
My journey through the yellow bricks is finally complete.

First of all. I must thank my parents. To my mom, who

supported me all the way through, 1 thank you. To my dad

w ho coached, drove, and encouraged me. I thank you. What

about the memories: TDCAA finals 98/99. OFSAA 97/

98, C1SAA champs, Zinger and Narducci's classes, the

friends I made: Alex. Nick. Mark, Bilyk, Sean, and

Maloney. thanks for the laughs. To the class of 200 1 : We've

mude it through both good and bad times, let us never for-

get them. Double blue will be a part of us forever.

Wilson. Brendan
We came as boys: we leave as men (well, some of

us anyway). These were unforgettable times: Mr.

Barry's Mod West and Ancient Civ classes, guest

starring the ineffable Michael Wood; Mr.

Narducci's Calc class ("Set da derivative to

d'zero!"); 4 consecutive years of Mrs. Morra's

Latin. Ultimate frisbee and the water balloon

launcher at Matt's house. Marc, we will always

keep you in our prayers. Now, it's on to conquer

the world!

.

Williams. Gerard
My life here at St. Mike's has come to an enc

all that I have learned will always be with i i

would like to thank my teachers, especiall c.

Zinger. I couldn't ha\e maintained my sanity I

out mj family . Thank y ou Amma. Appa. my b i-

ers and my sister. I love you all. I would HI o

thank Marc Santi who has changed and tou d

my lite. May he rest peacefully with God. S it

outs: J.SM. C.C. P.D. M.F. PC. K.H. M.K. .

J.L. R.F. S.H.A.S. Finally let usalwaysremei •

our homeland. "Loiil' Live Mother Eelam!!"

Wong. Victor

"Wherever you go. go w ith all

yourheart" -Confucius. 1 would

like to thank my family and

friends for making these past five

years memorable. I wish all ofthe

best tor the graduating class of

2(K) 1 and may we all ha\ e a happy

and prosperous future.

Yeo, Jonathan

"Parting begins at the 1st meeting . After 5 years of rising

(union, late nights, early mornings, long G( ) rides and hard

work my journey through these yellow halls is over. Thank

you to my parents for dishing out the cash, my teachers for

then knowledge, and all the guys who made everyday a

memorable one M \l Metro Bowl. DiLeo French.

"Memme shut-up . Gi 12 chem w/Rob, Majoi panics be-

hind the hovlhe Slurpee policy and parking lot antics. Tunc

is a great teacher, but unfortunately it kills all its pupils."

lk\ toi I ouis Berlioz

Zamperin. Justin

It has been 5 years, and now it's over. It seems like

yesterday when I first walked into SMC And now

that it'scome to a Jos,- 1 am left with a quality educa-

tion, and many great memories, lomy parents whom
I owe so much. ill.ink you fol supporting OK along

iheway Vnd to Eddie, Rini, ridge, G.JHos, Mammas
and the rest o\ the Double Blue Dogg s,here s to the

good times Ol the past and the ones we will have in

the future vndlastly, to Marc Santi, who was;

friend, an incredible role model and a wonderful friend

we miss you MS #54 love forever.
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ViUSIC Departm

Senior Jazz

ft

i

Front row: (kneeling) Dean £e

( seated:) Andrew D'Cruz,

Mark Molckovsky, ,R\

Back row: Brad Harrison, Wilfred Ip, Michi

ing), Jason Pike, Daniel La Gamba,Geoffrey D'Cruz,

Gregorio, Philbert Ip (kneeling), Chris Donnelly ,
Michael

Kostowskij, Brian Murnaghan, Vinay Fernandes, Jonathan

Hendricks

*



AMERICAN COMPUTER

ALL STAR

Hey,guys, there's still one* missing

t. Michael's Computer Club enjoyed its

sixth year of success in the Amereican Compu-

ter Science League (A C S L. Our students

competed against other programmers from the

great country to our aouth as well as several

other countries., under the tutelage of Mr.

George Shust our competitors were well pre-

pared for ythe rigours of competition. This year

St. Mike's qualified both an Intermediate and

Senior (after a long absence) team.

The Intermediates finished

fifteenth in a huge field of

contestants from all over the continent.

The Seniors finished fourteenth in their

division.

The team travelled at the end of May to Everglades High

School in Florida where the competition this year was

held. The competition consisted of four hours of tough

programming and difficult problem solving.The team

prepared for the competition by spying on the competion

at the beach in the daytime and then followed that by a

night of fierce studying, for next day's competition.

The rookies finished the day with an impressive

twelfth place and the veterans came up with an elev-

enth place.

Ml

MEMBERS OF THIS YEARS TEAS,

Andrew Chan, Chris ChanJustin Lee.

Tam (Four members are sw in;

All-star TJ
Intermediate

Senior Teat

Justin Lee. Andrew Chs J

Back Row :
Simon Leol

RoivelaJ



1
ENCE LEAGUE ( A C S L )

)MPETITION
£%*7'*

i

)ED: Brian Arcand. David Baldesarra,

;on. Bryce Leung, Andre Rivela, Simon

-water )

extremely %flsatild^ft^ call-stars

showed their leadership in bowling, beach fun

,and Ultimate Frisbee

L ongratulations to all the students whoi

took part during this past year in vari-

ous competitons especial 1 y the ten

who qualified for the Miami

competition.include in this group was

Chris Donnelly who qualified but was

unable to attend the competition.

1 he Computer Club also takes part

iChan, Bryce Leung. Simon Tan|

liArcand. Chris Chan. Andres

I ddesarra, and Mr. Shust.

:
—

—

in in the Univeresity of Waterloo Ca-

nadian Championship

which challengers student over three

hours with five tough problems in

programming etc. Justin Lee was St.

Mike's leader and is ranked among

the top twety-five per cent in Canada

in his class.

The team would like to thank departing students,

Chris Chan, Justin Lee and Bryce Leung for their

involvement and a huge thank you to Mr. George

Shust our pearless leader, teacher and companion.
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he Catholic Graduate
Five years ago today's graduate entered the school as

an adolescent driven wirth ambition, open for learn-

ing and overflowing with energy.

ach student adjusted to the school environment in his ow
way
Some found an energy outlet in sports, others became ab

sorbed with computers, still others became fascinated with

learning and were regulars in the library after classes.

A s they grew , they also became conscious of

something else in the school.. It was the

presence of Jesus Christ in the school.

They became conscious of the fact that

everything in the school was judged on the

value scale of Jesus Christ.

me daily prayer, the noon

Tasses the opportunity for the

sacraments, the open door of the

Chaplain's office encompassed

their daily lives.

mroughout all of this was the

daTTy grind of classes with home-

work scrutinized each day , an un-

remitting parade of tests and evalu-

ations and always the spectre of

Mid-year and June exams
looming overhead

today's graduates have been

brmed by all these components

and go out into the world as

St.Michael's men.

• •



Pictures that tell a story
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Duke of Edinburj

Expeditions
To undertake a challenging journey

of discovery

Service
4 | To prepare for and

I
give service to others
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.group of program participan i

(front):Ms. M.DeCourcy.Jonad

Hendricks, Andrew Bouffard.
J

WaiTen Saldanha, Taylor Mot t

(back) Scott McAuley.

Mark Freyman .PKavanagh

Other members not seen in

photo:

Christopher Sullivan. Danius

Seleika.Kurt Whittaker. Blah

van Delft.Tom Magee. Keller

Lidstone. Mike Surkont.

Simon Johnston. Ken Man.

Steve Lecce. Kyle Tettman.

Mike Matsimowski, Michael

Di Giulio. Brendan Charles.

Chris Buccella, Radey Bar-

rack. Ryan Kwong. Anthony

Plescia, Mark Molckovsky,

Nick Aitken, Yiany

Fernandes.Salvador Pereja.

Kelvin Kwong, Chris

Zawadzki, Kelvin Li.

^M



Learning cam^firc skillsj' *

3V$IK*3

uvard Program iff*-

To devcelop perso^y interestifeht „ .

/*«

social and practical skills

\
he program of the Duke-ot^^
Edinburg Awards was begun tin;

ir under the leadership of Ms.

garet DeCourcy. Students have
i

muxihuit-iml m^in- nrpgttim

Phi



SENIOR CONCERT

WWa

Front row: Michael Teixeira. Glen Arthur. Michael Adamowsky, Peter Pinteric. Edward Kuo, Anthony Scocco. Justin te

Middle row: Carlo Silverio, John Jalsevic, Domenic Gratta, Ben Kim, Marc Cesario, Joey Fotia. Damien Ryall. Dean in.

Brad Harrison. Anthony Ottavino. Daniel LaGamba, Jason Pike, Jonaythn Hendricks. Anthony Kim

Back row:Alex Marques, Alan Pick. Chris Donnelly, Paul Le Marquand .Stephen Muniak. Sam Passafiume. Mr. Paul a

William Massi, Chris Zawadski.Bomdi&hAircriri. Andrew Hagner. Jason Shrouder- Henry. Philbert Ip. Nicholas Cifell

Front: Luca Ardiz/i. Radey Barrack. Michael Man. Kelvin Li, Frank Capuano, David Mitchell. Adam DeLuca, Sc t

Alexander.Mark Skocylak,Kevin Chan
Middle row: Stefan Bflyk. Michael Procunier, Richard Cramar, Taylor Moffat.Anthony Rinello, James Andrachull

Silva, Patrick Rokowski. Jeff Bookman. Thomas DoboszaDaniel Piccininni, \\ lifted [p.

Back row: Adrian Nahirny, Jonathan Nunes. Apostolo Zeno, Vince Formusa, Peter Ga\ in-Griffin, Eddie Chan, AdJ
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li lael Tersigni. Michael Krem. Ryan Prendergast, Chris Yu. Michael Kwan. Aaron Marques. Wilson McCutchan.

eMSrian Murnaghan. Andrew Park. Paul Olijynk. Freddie Caprara. Michael Czwerwinski, Matt Duffy, Vinay Fernandes.

leuez. Jeff Sawa, Michael Przybylo, Vince Di Gregorio. Michael Kramer. Michael Murphy, Michael Lima. i

luley. Sean Jenkins. Louis Maiolino. Dan Reber. Frank Cerullo. Chris Luszczek, Sean Kavanaugh.Matt Filip. Rolan

Ifonato, Raphael Tong, Paul tershakovec, Matt Baldassarra. Patrick Kavanagh, Kellen Lidstone. Ppaul Poloni, Dan Da

Iflerowski. Mr. P. Pietrkiewicz, Steven Lecce, Sean Jones. Geoffrey D'Cruz. Michael
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st.wows c©LLEsi schoolpresents

ver
my
17. 18 6 19. 2001

7:30 pm
-o-»o**oe<=-

Directed by Mr.

P. Pietrkiewicz

Student/Senior S5.00

Cart
Oliver Jason Saldanha

Workhouse boys/

young thoieves

Geoffrey Frost, Chris Rose, David Stevens.Alessandro Capo. Nicholas

Tkach, Adrian Di Vincenzo.David Ricci. David Cooper, Ian Lenihan.

Raphael Sammut, James Staeey.Adam Kurnik.

by Mr. J,

Oatt

The Artful Dodger

Mr. Bumble

Widow Corney

Noah Claypole

Mr. Sowerberry

Mrs Sowerberry

Charlotte

Fagan

Nancy

Charlie Bates

Bet

Old Sally

Old Lad)

Bill Sikes

Mrs. sBedwin

Mr. Brownlow

Dr. Grimw is

Jansen Shrubb / Nick Pohzke

Michael Murphj

Susan Engkent

Kellen Lidstone

Antonio Tan

Uju Umenj i

Carla Di Tram

Damian Ryall

Sara Leonard

Geoffrey Frost

Natalie Oakkey-Morgan

Melissa Arruda

Diana Ho
Alerx Girimomnte

Natalie Wright

Kevin Doj le

Anihom Merlocco

Chorus : Anihom Ceccanesc.Domenic Gratta, Glen Arthur. Sean

Jenkins,Taylor Moffat,Roberel Terssigne, Michael Tersigni.Keira Laionde

I
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Michael Ferrarelli



key Cfub

Taylor Moffat

MarkJohnson

Paul Chavez

Anton Hyginus

Jonathan Castellino

Nicholas Galasso

John De Simini

Thomas Andreoil

Ross Asaro

Adam Bianchi

Peter Pinteric

Giancarlo Irwin

Jacob Surkont

Raphael Sammut

Anthony Kim

Paul Le Marquand

>

Chris Chan

Getting the vestments

ready: Manno
Fernandopulle,

Prevain Devedran. Putting out th^
rials for the sacrifice

Michael Kwan, Kevin

.Inviting you in for Holy

Mass:Justin Lee.Julian

Barkin.Vinay Fernandes

115
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Oh.. Those SMC School Days
Classes.. Buddies..Teachers..Games





The production was staged atFather John Remond

High School in Etobicoke

Mr. James Oatt Director

Mr. Martin Story Director

Ms. Pat Mathews, Costume design

Mr. Ian Smith, Lighting

Mr. Albert Capelet Lighting

Ms Louise Pignetti, Art design

Ms Monica Walsh, Make up coordinator

Ms Berta Milavec Make up assistant

MsCaraDignan Make up assistan

Mrs. Tanya DeRosa Make up assistant

Mr. Bill Smith, Set design/construction

Mr. Carl Geniole, Set design/construction

Mr. Ed Brylowski,Set design, fight coordinator

ero, Set coi



itO*Y CAVE Uf A TI«II,yi?EAlARKABI.E EVE

PRESENTS

b£)7n£88a) QQchad CJ3eauvats

&jbc[ ScoruS q\atafie c\Vright

£tt..dt£boi 8eifatc5 ^Qcfiaef ^%rph^

KienJtetS" ^dam cJeofis

(T£8^) Q^yan Q)\rraco[o

jjona&an baft&Te. (K^vin q)o^fe

TDcrxx IDvizcsg Cjodi (Qehan

xjunt Cttaafa. f^jchaef <3jsta

Ptojessot bamcb dan befetry

Painting Crew
Jerome Arthur, Andrew

Aulinger, Peter Frost, Joey

Hui, Alex Kim , Paolo Korre,

John Latta, Nelson Leung,

Anthony Merlocco, Tony

Oliveira, Damien Ryall,

AmelioThe, Nicholas Tsang

/Mr. Joseph Muccili

SM

Stage Manager:
Brad Harrison

Nicole Teotonio, Ass't. Stage Mgr.

J. P. DiGiulio, Ass't. Stage Mgr.

Stage Crew:

Glen Arthur, Alex Giramonte

Andrew Hagner, Anthony Kim

Ben Kim, Michael Maksimowski
Anthony Merlocco







Marc Santi

1982 - 2001

Student Government President

Outstanding member of the student

body

Student and Athlete

THE ST. MICHAELS COMMUNITY WAS
SADDENED TO LEARN OF MARCS DEATH
IN AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT. HE WAS
WIDELY KNOWN AND LOVED AMONG
THE STUDENT BODY. HE WILL BE FONDLY
REMEMBERED BY HIS CLASSMATES AS THE
EMBODIMENT OF THE ST. MICHAELS MAN

122

May God grant him love and peace and

joy in His heavenly kingdom



oyou expect at St. Mike's ?

That Makes You Laush
Great Music

Serious Study

Looking for Answers

Or Even Jump For Joy
Good Wholesome 123
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epic Qtudy

One of the ways of learning art is to

copy the great masters. On ths page we

see examples of Student Imposters

VEGUSl KNGUl \\l \ \l U.W I \» \\ 1V1 1 KPK1 11 P H~i Iom I-\n\ow uv
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ORIGINAL BY AMELIO THE GR.ll

Art is encouraged by the stu-

dent's immersion in various

forms of art expression . Among
these are works in oil, acrylic.

ceramics,poster art.pencil,

pen and ink, calligraphy, water-

colour,mask-making,

pastels, cartoon-drawing,

computer graphics and

design,print-making and mural

drawings.

Ihe students are evaluated by

the works they have produced ,

and by their knowledge of art

theory and principles .

Important in the curriculum is

knowledge acquired in the study

of the works of the masters, and

the various styles and move-

ments in the history of art

jUGINALBYTONYMAMMOLITI Ttu linn guidingughi
REVELATIONS . ORIGINAL BY IAN GORDON.OAC



MR. COGHLAN RETIRES AFTER 33 YEARS
AFOFULAK TEACHEF

MR. MIKE COGHLAN
HE LOVED IT AT ST. MIKE'S

AN ABLE ATHLETE HE PUT
HIS SKILLS AT THE SERVICE

OF THE JUNIOR KERRY BLUES
AS COACH HE BROUGHT A
GREAT MAN Y TDCAA TITLES

TO ST MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

MR. MIKE COGHLAN'S YEARS AT ST. MIKES HAVE
BEEN NUMEROUS. HE STARTED HERE AS A MATH
TEACHER JUST OUT OF TEACHER'S COLLEGE AND BE-

CAUSE OF HIS YOUTH ALMOST INDISTINGUISHABLE

FROM HIS OLDER STUDENTS. IT WAS ONLY WHEN THE

WEALTH OF HIS MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE UN-
FOLDED THAT THE STUDENTS REALIZED THAT HERE

WAS A STAR THEY SHOULD HITCH THEIR WAGON TO.

A QREAT LOVE FOR STUDENTS COM-
BINED WITH A PASSIONATE LOVE FOR
MATHEMATICS MADE MR. COGHLAN AN
INSPIRATIONAL TEACHER. HE WAS TH
DRIVING FORCE BEHIND THE M
OF ST. MIC
STUDENTS TAKING PART IN
EVERY MATHEMATICAL COMP

CONGRESS^! Rib 7^ND
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Senior Double Blues
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Front: Andrew Roberts.Pat Ferraiuolo. Mr. W. Fifield. I

Derrick Scharf, Paddy McCon\ 1

Middle: Chris Sullivan, Mr. C. Burton. Adi
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Mariani,Andrew Solda. Kevin Pickles. Den I

Michael' Peter Gugliemelli. Mr. J. Byrne. A\

Michael Scarcello, Mark Manias. Tony Di I
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Back: Wade Finnegan.Justin Puppi. l|

Joel Lenius.Matt Anga

Middle: Fr. D.Zorzi .Richard Zulysjj

Moffat. Reggie Yong, Trevor Regan n

Kevin Ross. Mike Ragan. Jeff Woo.l

Front: Angus Dineley. Eric Naranoi

Mr. T. Sheridan. Joe Cooper. Mr. N I

Isaac

Junior Do i
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HEY hockey HOCKEY HOCKEY

I son. Mr. L. Chittle.

dIo, Paul

in Naranowicz.St.

ior ( trainer)Back:

ichael Alati. Eric

H utfiexe

wtition !

m Alex Bertucci. Dan Bruno.

r < iniarz, Mike Buba. Mike

io| Pallotta. Andrew Bonello,

(flvine. Nick Cholodny.

M J. Walsh. Jeff Kyrzakos,

iBegrin, Dave Nicoletti. Andy
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AlIOGIlIHEK a great hockey season

THOSE FLASHY MAJORS:
THE TORONTO ST MICHAEL* S MAJORS were a team that had heart as well as talent. They

astounded the league by keeping a torrid pace throughout the season . a season replete with many

unexpected victories that took them on a slow climb to the top of the division. Under Coach Mark

Cameron the Majors showed determined and resiliant play. Who will forget the great series with

Sudbury and Peterboro when the Majors came through with great road victories to go on to the

divsion finals, only a step away from the Memorial Cup series?

Buzzers , A determined team.
In a season marked by many highs and lows, using dedication and guts , the Buzzers turned in a

highly credible season. They were determined to improve and finished the year with a .500 average

and come play-off time they defeated the tesam that had finished ahead of them in the standings.

They were then forced to play against the top team in the league, the team which went on to win the

Provincial Crown. It's true the Buzzers faltered before an obviously better team but their determina-

tion was undimmed and they left the ice with their heads held high .

Senior Double Blues
The Senior Double Blues were led by Pat Ferraiuolo who was the leading scorer on the

team.What Pat lacked in size he made up for in quickness to spot openings and his speed which

kept opponents off balance.The Senior Double Blues played in the "A" section of the TDCAA
and faced many talented opponents. The Seniors lost two close games to the eventual OFSAA
champions. The Seniors rose to the top and got their foot into the championship door but just

missed setting through it. Nice going guys and nana in there.

Junior Double Blues TDCAA Champions
The Junior Double Blues had a very successful season . they played in two separate leagues and

three tournaments. Results were TDCAA Champions . Runners-up in the CISAA ( Independent

Schools League ) Losing in overtime T unfortunately In league play they had a record of 9 wins

, losses. The Juniors also won two tournaments out of three and were runners-up in the one

they lost.. Total for the year 37 wins, 4 Losses. 1 tie.Congratulations to players and coaches.

Under 14 Hockey
Champions Cisaa

This team won the championship of their league in five straight games.

An undefeated season is a reason for boasting but this youthful team didn't have time for talk as the)

cruised through the season scoring goal after goal.. They were winners o( the UCC Invitational (third

year ina row ). Coaches give the success to a well balanced team . full ot committment and desire.What a

great record for other teams to take aim at!

Exhibition games : won 7 lost

Regular seasonL won 6 lost Total: 1 8 W11JS losses

Play-offs: won 5 lost o
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Led wing Senior Intramural
Hockey League ^z

ED WINGS:Front: Dominic Gratta.

Simon Leon. Mike Mihvay. Mike

Vitullo. Jeff Mo
Back:Alex Howard. Derek O'Farrell,

Richard Arezes. Joe Taylor. Pat

Lo\ uren

IntramTTT
Front: MIKE MCCARTHY""*",
RYAN DUNN ( PRESIDENT)
Back: MIKETREUTLER. FR. J ENRIGHT
PAL'L SHAUGHNESSY. MIKE MTLWAY

hampion

I The Champion Bruins:

Front: Mark Barbetta,

^ Nick Rizzuti, Jeff Sawa

Back: Connor McMaster

, Andre Tilban-Rios,

Peter Chorobik, Kent Pawziuk.

The Bruins

The Bruins defeated

the Maple Leafs in

the playoffs in two

games , total goals

outcome.

Bruins: 11 goals

Maple Leafs: 8 goals

Congratulations to two

great rivals

AW



JUNIOR INTRAMURAL HOCKEY

o

AVALANCHE ARE CHAMPS

THESE ARE THE WINNERS
FRONT: FRANK CARULLO. CHRIS JUNIOR, OLLIE AEBY. CASEY HAY-

WARD BACK:DAVID MICHELLE, ROMAN MYNDIUK, CRAIG SHADE
DAVID BADOUR. JOHN WEIZER

ne of the most popular sports

St. Mike 's is the Intramural

Hockey League. It has popu,

appeal because it is not abou

yourself making a reputatioi

a great athlete, making your

name well-known or set:

records but rather about just

plain having fun in sports. T<

league is superbly organized

and the players know the lea

will be there for them.

Congrats and kudos to

Father Enright and his

volunteer helpers for

making St. Mike's the

better school

Front: Ryan Gentile. Steve Puritlcati Back: Andrew Freitas,

.lav >n Saldanha. Damien Frost, Michael LeCoche

Front: Mark Storus, Mike Skubic, Dan Piccininni. Back: Cod)

Punter. Vince Formusa, Kieran Harris. Eddie Chan. Mex

Egberts, Kyle Murphj

Front: Viannis Soumalias.Rob Fortnum, Paul Shaughnessj Back: :Brendan

Charles, Daniel Grant, Jell Wood. Bryan McKmnon. Liam Niven

Front: Steve Smolsky, Mike Sperduti, Robert Greco. Mike Byets

Back: Andre Solecki. Andrew New ion.Jose Sclurripa

134
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OFSAA CHAMPS
flhe Alpine Ski team had its most suc-

[jcessful season ever The racers com-

peted in the Independent School series

and captured a first place overall m
the Level One-B races.Adrian Monk
was second in the championship race

at Craigleith. At the TDCAA Champi-

i onship race at Horseshoe Valley, the

: Alpine Ski Team won the Level One
title and thus qualified the top five

I
racers to represent Toronto at the

OFSAA at Blue Mountain. Michael

Dunsmore won the gold medal in the

Level One Giant Slalom race. Andrew
Dunsmore won a Silver Medal in the

;vel Two races.

;. Mike's won the Gold and Bronze at

FSAA in Slalom and Giant Slalom.

oaches were Ms. Elizabeth McDougall

id Mr. Jamie Oatt.

i

Ton Eminowicz at Mr. Oatt's right who is holding the winner's banner was voted MVP of the

Alpine Ski Team.

ADRIAN MONIC. TOM EMINOWICZ. MR. J. OATT.

MICHAEL RINI. CHRIS TEOLIS. MICHAEL DUNSMORE

MR. J. OATT. MICHAEL DUNSMORE. CHRIS
TEOLIS. TOM EMINOWICZ. MICHAEL RINI.

ADRIAN MONIC

:ROM LEFT

ACK) MS E. MC DOUG-
L. DAVID CRAMER.

IANSULLIVAN.EM1L

GA.DANIEL DE
\RCHI. MICHAEL RINI.

'DREW DUNSMORE.
«J DREW NEWTON.
CHAEL FIORILLO

IDDLElTOM
1INOWICZ. CORBIN
•TT. CONOR BEHAN.
HN DAVID LEVINE.

)RIAN MONIC
RONT): CHRIS TEOLIS.

JKE SAWICK1
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Ed Verbanae

Andv Punkris

Jonas Didzbalis

J. R.Bailev
/

Chris Smeenk Chris Doherty Marty Fox

CISAA BASKETBALL CHAMPIO]

SENIOR

BLUE RAIDERS
COACHED BY

MR. JEFF ZOWNIR
MR. GREG PAOLINI

Prinz Collantes

A successsf

Adrian Bilyk Mike Powel James Ho

'ittle short

[ection.

"'ere first

the

Nm!U
and third

lMMll[i»iiMTf

Schools

(CISAA).

Coached by
Mr, D. Tessaro
and
Mr. aUaulton Reese

36

III

Overall Re

Nate Skinnefl

I I

Front :Christian Arambuld

Tyrone Kdw aids. Mario

Agostino,Rohn Alexande

Back: NolanZucchetti,

Mike Boj nton,

Mr.D.Tessaro,Adam

Garretson, Mike Babiarz



C I S A A Champions

E

N
I

R

jTn the regular sea-
son this team won
99 sets and lost only

22. They were Gold

winners at the Rick

Hanson Invitational

and CISAA Champi-
ons.

Front:Andrew Lang,

Michael Vitullo, Nick

Brown, Marc Lontoc, Tony
Di Nunzio, Jeff Bookman
Back: Greg Burke , Alex
Howard, Matt Manias, Mr.

E. Vitullo, Adrian Bilyk,

Matt Tonks, Kevin Dunn.

Junior Volleyball Fall Team

L£ £
)amien Frost Andre Solecki Jay Lee Adrian Nahirnv Joe Primucci Joe Greco DaveNicoletti

urine the fall season SMC Juniors were strong

contenders in their league and ended up in the final

championship game against UCC. After exchanging

the lead several times they eventually bowed 15-12.

Congratulations to Coach Dave Fischer and the team.

Mr. Dave FischerJark Filip Chris Citrullo Robert Citru

Junior Volleyball Spring Team
_/\\vinning season was the boast of the

Spring Juniors

and although defeated in the play-offs, they

promise they'll be back next year hungry for

victory.

Front: Franciso Colino, Rob. Citrullo. James

Formusa, Rob Poole

|
Back: Mr. Vitullo. Brandyn (Jrsini, Mark Filip.

I Chris Citrullo. PeterDrikos, Michael FranceUa

V
o
L
L
E
Y
B
A
L
L
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The Baseball Blues play in the top league among Toronto

schools and have maintained a top position - ranked con-

sistently in the fifth position throughout the season.

Front row: M. Dunsmort

M.Gregoire. M. Hurley.

P. Moretto. A. Plescia.

S. Miranda. R. Donnelly

Back row : Mr. J. Zowni

coach; D. Pegoraro,

A Snelgrove. K. Hill.

M. Lobraico. A. Haugh.

M. Alati. A.Palumbo.

S.Picco. A. Dunsmore.

Mr. F. Ribarich

AR CHE RY
orryjnt ofsaa silver
riilJ MEDALISTS

—

Front:Matt Antolin. Rob MacDonald

Back: David Allegranza.Ed

Kuo.Jonathan Mar. Brian Arcand

Michael Hui

l E TO STRIKES \ND WORK TO RULE
THE LEAGUE HAS HAD A DIFFICULT TIME
FUNCTIONING OUTSIDE OF OUR SCHOOL.
MANY SECONDARY SCHOOLS ACCEPTED
THE ST. MIKE'S INVITATION TO TOURNA-
\II MS IN OUR SCHOOL .

Ol R \RCHERS HAVE
SCORED IN THE TOP ECHELON WITH
BRIAN ARCAND RI CORDING \1 \M EIRSTPLAC1 S

JON VI H \N M VR IS NOT FAR BEHIND HIM WITH
ROM MAI DONALD SCORING CONSISTENTLY.
MIKES! RKONT VND U F\ HOWARD \RI \LSO
HIGHLY RATED. OUR OFSAA IT \M w VS SI COND
WIONO miRTY THREE TEAMS FATHER I EOBl RNS IS

THE MODERATOR 01 IHIS STERLING Tl Wl
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WIM TEAM
>

O BLOB SHARKS

The Blue Sharks spent their third season Whdl
back in the pool trying to develop their

emerging skills. With the addition of coach H -p^w

Pagano a third morning in the pool each week J
and some fresh young swimmers to support

the veterans, the future looked bright

d£a a9

o
o
OO

FRONT: Steven Rubacha.

Stefan Bilyk

Elliot Paul. Robert Menneguzzi

Mike Surkont

BACK: Matthew Rubacha.

Sean Jenkins, Andrew Pisani.

A. J.Greco.

Swim Coach

Mr. Matt Pagano

Front: Robert Meneguzzi, Marco Gidaro, Andrew Meneguzzi, Michael

Surkont. Brian Areand

Middle: Mike Breech. Paul Carbonelli, Roh Ahitrto. Sean Jenkins

Back: Andrew Gidaro. Omar Shaheen, The Best. A.J. Step. Andrea Pisani,

Mark Johnson. Matt Rubacha. Stefan Bilyk. Rob Greco. Adrian Bilyk

The team won Silver Medals in both their leagues - the CISAA and

the TDCAA. Eight team members travelled to St, Catharines (they

first thought of swimming but resisted the temptation I for the provincial

championships. In the 100 metre Breaststroke. Andy Gidaro was fifth

place, in the 100 metre individual medley Matt Rubacha was fifth and

the 200 metre medley relay team of A.J.Step, Andrew Gidaro, Matt

Rubacha and Adrian Bilyk placed fourth and the same team was sixth

in the 200 metre Freestyle Relay. A good showing in the provincials for

a second year team. With many dedicated team members returning next

year and plans to Hood the courtyard for a training pool 2002 looks

great!

Swim Coach

Mr. Dave Fitzpatrick

When dry

FRONT: Andrew Meneguzzi. Paulo

Carbonelli. Andrew Gidaro

BACK: Mark Johnson, Brian Arcarrd,

A.J. Step

|y



Midgets

Drew Masterson

Daniel Wojcik

Adam Micheli

Peter Gavin-

Griffin

John Stevens

Scott Quinn

Michael Glasso

Robert Mene-

guzzi

Stephen Purif-

icati

Stephen Ronan

Mark Storus,

Wilfrd Ip

Dan Reher

Kelvin Li

Michael Man
Paul Levine

Sean Pickles

Silver MettaOFSAA Silver Medalists:

Peter Gavin Griffin, Adam

] Miceli, Drew Masterson.

F Daniel Wojcik.

Robert Meneguzzi

OFSAA Senior Champions:
Andrew Maloney,Martj Fox, Kieran

Ryan, Mike Breech. Ryan

O'Flanagan, Kevin Do\le

Seniors
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OFSAA Junior Champions: (left)

Tim Phelan and Peter Fonseca

( 1984Senior Champions i presenters.

Mike Stephenson. Pat Quinn. Blaise3

Morin, Conor Hiyyins. Lawrence

Donesan. Chris ZavsacJski

Seniors (cont'd I

Ryan Dunn

Varuna Quitterio

David Cramer

Paul LeMarquand

Juniors

Blaise Morin

Mike Stephenson

Conner Higgins

PeterLovisek

Lawrence Donegan

Pat Quinn

Andrew MacDonald

Chris Zawadski

Bryan Frith

Andrew Meneguzzi

Paul Moyer

Philbert Ip

Toby Holland

Mike Maksimowski

Daniel Piccinnini

Jason Shrouder-Henry

Jerry Ma
Andrew Alkins

John Reiterovvski

Adam Reiterovvski

Andrew Newton
Matt Rubacha

Donal Mulroney

Andrea Pisani

John Jalsevac

Coaches
Mr. Paul Barry. Mr. F.Bergin.Ms. E.McDougall, Mr.

D.Fitzpatriek. Ms G. O'Grady.
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19 th CONSECUTIVE YEAR FOR TDCAA CHAMPIONSHIP

Track and Field Team

Row 1 :J.P. Cavalluzzo. Ed Verbanac, Michael Breech. Andrew Maloney, Sean Atkinson, Gerald Commissiong

Row 2: Andrew Gidaro. Malcolm Mac Kinnon, Marty Fox, Steven Purificati. Kieran Ryan. Kevin Pickles. Tornaml

Oke. Row 3: Michael Stephenson,Andrew MacDonaldson, Patrick Quinn. Stephen Ronan, Stefan Kuuskne. Peter

Gavin-Griffen, Alex Racco, Wilfred Ip. Row 4: Conor Higgins. Justin Aucoin. Max Giacomelli, Tomislav StefanacJ

Michael Ella. Daniel Wojcik. Lawrence Donegan. Drew Masterson Row 5: Jeff McCabe (mgr. ). Vinay Fewrnandea

Phil Ip. Adam Micelli. Andrew Smart. Toby Holland. Tyrone Edwards. Mr. Emile John (coach). Row 6: Mr. Frank

Bergin (coach). Mr.Paul Barry, (coach). Ms. Gail O'Grady, (coach). Mr. David Fitzpatrick (coach)

En route to their strong overall total the senior boys captured the majority o\ the points.

each of the various events contributed to the final score. Kieran Ryan was named senior

athlete of the meet. Fourteen of the twentj St. Mike's athletes who competed qualified for

the OFSAA. Other MVP's o( the TDCAA meet were:

Midget; Tyrone Edwards. Junior: Blaise Morin. Senior: Kieren Ryan and Andrew

Maloney*
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SENIOR AZZU
OFSAACHAMP1UNS
TDCAA CHAMP

john DiYizio, Dan Toto, Andrew chalabardo, Nick Brown, Tony Mauro, Eric

Sadowski,
Middle: JORDAN SGRO (MGR.), GIANNI CIMINI, MIKE PLATEO, GEORGE POLYZOIS,
MIKE RINI, JUSTIN GAYLE, CARLOS ILLANES, STEFANO GRATTA, MR. M.ROMANO
(COACH). BACK: PAT BARBIERI, ADAM BELLISSIMO, ROB RUBINO, MR. A. ZANARDO
(COACH), FRANK PETRUSSO, JUSTIN HOSPIDALES, JOE RINI

I THE SENIOR AZZURRI CAPPED A TERRIFIC SEASON BY WINNING THE PROV
CHAMPIONSHIP DURING A PERFECT SEASON , THEY SCORED 20 GOALS AND

ONLY 5, CAPTURING THE TDCAA TITLE ALONG THE WAY
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JUNIOR AZZURI

ST. MICHAEL'S JUNIOR SOCCER

Front: Andrew Smart. Kieran Harris. Louis Maiolini. Mark Simone. Jean Mammoliti. Joel

Lenius. Marc Racco, Back: Mr.N. DiPinto (coach). Daniel Visentin. Marco Greco. Mario

Corbo. Anthony Profenna. Davide DiGiulio. Giancarlo Soppellsa. Michael Crolla. Nick

Suppa . Dan Vukovic, Mr. M. Romano (coach I.

THE JUNIOR AZZURI ENJOYED GREAT SUCCESS THIS SEASON AMASSING A TOTAL OF
50 GOALS AGAINT ONLY 10 BY OPPONENTS. IN THE TWO LEAGUES IN WHICH THEY

PLAYED THEY HAD 13 WINS AND ONLY I LOSS. UNFORTUNATELY THE ONE LOSS WAS A
PLAYOFF GAME AND WAS ON A CONTROVERSIAL CALL . THIS HOWEVER DOES NOT
TARNISH THE LUSTROUS PLAY OF THE TEAM AND A GREATER SEASON NEXT YEAR WILL

COME THEIR WAY. THr " '-=—
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RESTLING
COACHES CORNE

MR. M. ZAHRA
MR. C. LEWIS

Front : Leonard Carvalhal.

Ian Clydesdale

Middle: Mike Sperdutti.

Giovanni Manella.Nicholas

Aitken. Janusz Michalik

Back: Dan Grant. Martin Zettel. Elliot

Paul , Omar Shaheen. Elliot Paul. Rob

Tersigni, Matt Antolin

'v.

The Blue Knights have

returned utter a hiatus . ready

to assume the titles achieved

in former years.

This year they participated in

tournaments and exhibition

matches

TDCAA CHAMPIONS

B Y PLACING THREE
OUT OF FOUR
GOLFERS IN THE
FIRST FOUR
PLACES THE ST.

MIKE'S GOLF
TEAM EASILY
CAPTURED THE
CHAMPIONSHIP

o

-

ANTHONY YISENTIN

RYAN BARRY
146
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J n its second year of operation the BadmintonTeam
finished second in the league standings. They are

growing in skill and importanc.

Tony Di Nunzio was the outstanding player on the

team and showed he can play with the best in the

league Team members were:

Seniors: paul Kim, Pat mcKernan.

Kevin Dunn. Ryan Dunn, Luke

Sawicki,Wilson McCutchan
Juniors: Tony Di Nunzio, Ben

Higgs, Chris Di Leo, William

Song , MikeHui, Joey Hui

Bantams: Kelvin

Kwong.Eric Cheung. Adrano

Memme. Andrew Morsillo

Members seen in the picture :

Front: Mike Hui. Tony Di Nunzio. Luke Sawicki, Andrew Morsillo. Middle

row: Wilson McCutchan. Kevin Dunn. Ryan Dunn. Adriano Memme.Back
™ row: Joe Hui. Chris Di Leo. Ben Higgs. Mr. Peter McCann

•3S5?5^ff*Sifi8ifei

Tennis Team TDCAA CHAMPION IN

SENIOR SINGLES

I
Paul Venditti Stefan Stepien

Dave Santi Dennis Wag tier

levin Dunn J. P. Bernardo

Kevin Kliman
Senior Singles Champion

TDCAA 2001

OUR DOUBLES TEAMS ( Senor and Junior )
Nick D'Amico Marc Racco

ALSO MADE IT TO THE SEMI-FINALS
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ANNUAL ATHLETI
Father Mohan

Award:
James New

Dobie Award:
Chris

Sullivan
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WARDS DINNER

COACH OF
THE YEAR

R. G. PAOLINI

Father Mulcahy
Award:

Mike Boynton

Jack Fenn Award:
Angus Dineley

\ vX
Father Mallon

Award:
Andrew
Maloney

Buzzers' Un-
sung Hero
Award:

Brady Jones

Enzo
Montemurro

Award:
Malcolm

MacKinnon and
Michael Breech

Majors Fr.

Higgins Award:
Mike Sedan

Majors Fr.

McLean
Award:
Matthew
Bannan
Majors
Fr.Bauer
Award:

Peter Budaj
&A.Chiodo
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saence Club

^•tont: y4>nc(io ''The,

<~LAwatd K.uo,

'Jcnathnnn /Kai.

7s>ack: ^ttfOtt /lee,

/l>nhcn< (Jluvi, -Anthony

/KetLocco, -/\nd.7ew

'~&'Ciu~. tennis

'•The Science (Jtut allows interested students to exchange views on (ate-heakin^ science happenings. fVembets

also publish the TSluc Scientific to disseminate items ofi scientific interest for student consumption.

mmwm immmmin
(T'he annual tournament of the grand old

game of Briscola was held under the capable

supervision of Mr. Gennaro Di Leo. Under

a system of eliminations the field was nar-

rowed down to the final contestants. Finally
the powerhouses met in

the playoffs with no

quarter asked nor given..

IVledals were awarded to all those

who displayed such skill and dexterity as to

come out on

top.So much enthusiasm was displayed as to

warrant a bigger tournament next year.

* - i u
Mr. G.DiLeo ( far left) awards medals to Andrew Giosa.

Mike Dagenais, Steven Dagenais.

Mike Bellisario. Danny Delisi and Frank Capuano

iw
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4.fc l
MC CONNON

r>k£^
DUNN STORUS

SAMMUT WOOLNOUGH

MOYER

'

A,\>
TORCHETTI
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Ontario Model
Parliament

Queen's Park
Andrew Siquiera

Rhon Jackson
Nick Pozhke
Simon Leon
Sean Jenkins
*Stefan Lecce

Michael Murphy
Alfonso Nocilla

*Best Parliamentary
Assistant Award

JVauice tDe&atew and

S'uMic Specifier

Mhichael JiiLliati

CLaxeti S'uppi

*')ehn W'uitexmeijcx

*'DaiUd 3v tchetti

Ja>etiJieta ticft

*Jiawld Wiwltwuiffi

Jt/lex Jiavtack

AlichaeC Ceci

*Qeeffteu 5<ic6t

*tDauid Steven*

*!Raf{ael Sammut

Michael JHaiti

&i*ia tlxthux

Alaih Jxeifinan

£ucaMantdt

*Stefan £ecce

David Wallace

ehnU Smith

Juniat tDeCtateti and

Public ypcaketi

( Jntetmediate )

*3ieli<in Jiuuma

Qlen Cbdhwt

Qeaffieij 'SfQjuvi

*. Michael Aluxphtf

AlaxU< Middonte
HUfiut.Hi A'acilla

*JV athan fyweai

[itadeif SBawtach

Jieiun Chan

JieKen JlidAiute

^'Jaui Alui/ci

*llnd\cw Sc/di'i

Stefan JUuufate

CUtdtew McButchan

Michael Mutaulii

*Sean Jenhau

*C utatanding debate*Francophone

Team
Alessandro BozeUi

Gregoire Rouleau

I



MC CUTCHAN

Southern Ontario Model
United Nations Assembly

University of Toronto

Michael Murphy
Liam O'N eill

Simon Leon
Rhon Jackson
Alfonso Nocilla

Debates Attended:

Grenville Christan School , Brockville, Ontario

McGill University, Montreal, Quebec
Ontario Students Championship , Kitchener, On
Canadian National Championships, Winnipeg,

Manitoba

Oratorical Contests Attended:

Etobicoke Lions Club

Scarborough Lions Club

Beaches Lions club

Thistletown Lions Club CNIB Lions Club

Toronto City Lions Club

Ontario Provincial Lions Club Championships,

Waterloo, Ontario

Royal Canadian Legion, General Wingate Branch

Royal Canadian Legion, Toronto Championship

Optimist Club City finals

Southern Ontario Model United Nations Assem-

bly

Ontario Model Parliament

Ontario Student Debating Union, Toronto City

Championships

Ontario Student Union Provincial Championships

JACKSON LUI

i> K
STEVENS LECCE

£fe
GOVEAS WINTERMEYER

"Goveas
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(clockwise foon r/u' top) J^-akc SAtoicki

QustiM oZainpetiJi, •AtidLxeyo SeAuUtA

Steve /nitanda, 'Jutian '2k' ^ASpetis,

(Jltfi* Sfto, 'J-^>- (Javaluzzo,

/Kike ybtziffylo

y£>?efiect£ not

(Zkiis Shaw

y£>aul (Zhavez.

/Hickael Vitutlo

Xanana QuLtetio

'Jonathan Vco

/Katino zfetnAndoputte

^>aut jl-c/Kanquand

Jason T^unlin^ton

'John Ifeit^iolas

Justin ^.anvyciin

shown in •pictures:

'Justin (Zhen<p

Jutian (Zhan

^Anthony Kim

-/\ndie Balkan T\io9

yAndicw /P\e.ne$uzzi

Janusz. /Kickalik

'Z^avid -/Mlc^ianza

7\ifan K>von$

/Hike ^Tcisi^ni

Justin jJcc

'Jonathan /Kai
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ECTS

/indies (HAUfh, Sean

fltkinson, /Hike ^?.<.'<i, Nick

^bozkke, Nick CWy.
Second toKK^\t\dten> /Haloneif,

/\diian 'Sdifk, Hichaet

"Steech, (Jhi< ^CeoUs, iSanieL

£>oobtAttu,

feack: y£>asquaU Spetanza,

"T^AVid Hetntne, yAndteni

/Hc(2otitton, dhtis

TSokettv, hike T^eCouncu,

ftndtew cjiltin, Qames

Hantaan, Hichaet Hc(Za.tth\f

^faont:QutiAn TS-cukin, Nick

Onadif, Nickjbozhke, Hike

Knuux, j£d>M7d Kuo, 7\iVA /Zee

/5«1l^: /ilex c/mjJu'MfY, Kevin

cHa^ino, Qetemu jZui, Hichacl

'John, 'T\\^vx "ZSivtacola,

jAntlumif jbtesciA, d-ktis (Jlu\n
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Mathematics Club

( In Math Slylel 1 Andrew Chan. 2. Bernard Chiu, 3. Andrea Pisani. 4.Paul Mayer 5.

Bryan Lee. 6. Nicholas Tsang . 7Jonathan Mar. 8. Steve Young 9.Andrew Chan
10. Edward Kuo, II.

Front row:Andre Shoueri . Chris Teolis . Jonathan Yeo. James Park. J

Mo. Second Row: Mr. D. Smyth, Michael Tersigni. Paul Le marquanc

Bryce Yeung, Chris Sapiano. Anthony Moreau. Third row: Mr. M.

Coahlan. Kevin Haaino. Justin Chena. Justin Lee

sThe main purpose of the Math Club

is to enjoy the power and beauty of

mathematics. Students learn the joy of

solving more difficult problems and

grow in creativity and perseverance .

they sharpen their problem solving

skills and reasoning ability.. Students

from Grade Nine to OAC arc invited to

write contests in the Canadian National

Mathematics League. American Scho-

lastic Math League . Atlantic-Pacific

Math League and the New York Citj

Math League.

Front: (from left) Jerry Ma. Andrew Miskiw, Mark

Molckovski, James Jee. Kelvin Kwong. Michael Surkont,

Kevin Jenkins. Patrick Kavanagh. Philbert Ip

This year Paul Kim was the overall winner and tied J.P. Adamovsk) (20(H)

grad .) for the highest score. Andrew Chan, Edward Kuo and Bryce Leung
also made the all-time Math Club Hall of Fame.
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Computer Club
he Computer Club functions under the exper-

tise of Mr. George Shust. These are student who
wish to go beyond their classroom learned skills in

computer programming. Each year a number of

these budding computer geniuses are invited to go
to the American National Computer Science Club

competitions in the U.S. city chosen for the site.

Besides returning home with many prizes our teams
come back with the knowledge that they have made
St. Michael's name known and seen posssibilities for

their own futures

Mr .G.Shust. .Varuna Quiterio, Andrew Chsn, Justin Chan

Justin Lee ,Br\ee Leuna.Simon Tarn

Front: Tom Eminowicz,Raj Bice. Mike Ella. Julian Barkin. Da\ id

Cramer. Michael Bravo
Back: Chris DonnelK. Jordan Gurrieri. Michael Cifelli.Chris Chan..

Matt Zettel. Brian Arcand, Silvio Tucciarone, Simon Leon. John

leraci. David Shank. Das id Baldasarra. . Mark Johnson Matt Roddy.

Andre Rixela. Mr. G. Shust,

ft

The Tower Staff
Andrew Macdonald 12C

Patrick Quinn 1 1C

Andrew Hagner 1 1 A
Chris Sgro 13E

Michael McCarthy 1 3

A

Nick Olkovich 1 3A
Andrew Snelgrove

Jonathan Yeo 1 3D
Michael Ceci 8B

Mike Ferarelli 9F

Taylor Moffat 9

Jerry Ma 1 1 C

Chris Gareri 13C

Steve Miranda 13E

Andrew Hucker 13E

Richard Arezes 13E

Alfred Estrella 13

Luke Sawicki 12D

Amelio The 1 1

D

Anton Hyginus 1 2B

Kevin Mchugh 1 1

D

Damien Frost 1 ID

Aidan Dineen 10G

Martin Rebello IOC

Jerome Cheng 1 1CMike Mc Cracken 1 1 B James Jee 1 1 H
The above students have contributed their time and talent to the production of this yearbook.

Our Computer Cover Artist was Kevin McHugh

We are grateful to them for their efforts. Father Cullen , Yearbook Moderator
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L he dtue and yAlcohol /\nia.ieness (-'iroup is \

an effort on the part of members to teach others

of the dan^ets of dru^ abuse. ^he club

meets re^ulaly with theii modetatois to select

topics for discussion and means of

combatting abuse

(-lucst speakers and panelists frequently

attend the meetings of this etoiuf. ^Zheir

efforts ate particularly directed toward

trheir felloie students by providing literatue

and ^uest lecturers on the means of preven-

tion of abuse.

"^•ront roie-i/'H.ark /Plolckovsku, ^Andrew Scijuicra, Simon j2eon, yAndrew Smart

/Kiddle rote:
. Hr. 'T-Sheridan. yAnthony ^Xescia, t-jlen -/Arthur, Patrick Kavana^h, TOarren Saldanha.^Taylor Hoffat,

-Anthony lierlocco, /Ks. /K. 'Z5c (Jourcy TSack tow : 'James 'Jee, llichael Hurphy, ^?>au( Hoyer

ANTONIO TAN

I he Blue Herald., the student newspaper, is written with

much originality and enthusiasm and encompasses all

the recent topics that concern St. Michael's

students.Along with topical items there are many fea-

tures, interviews with interesting people., essays and

poems by students and , of course, sports write-ups.

Moderator Mr. Peter Bissonnette and Kditor Antonio Tan O.A.C.

put together a talented group of SMC students who handled their

chores with efficiency and energy.

Editor -in - chief:

Antonio Tan

Senior Editor

Blue Herald Staff
Executive Editor Assistant Editors

Ryan Fernandes
Michael John

Prevain Devedran

Advertising: Salvador Pareja, Anthony Plescia . AntonioTan



Reach

li

for the Top

he Senior Reach Guys
source of pride for all of us here at St Michael's are our
vo REACH FOR THE TOP teams.

jnior and senior members of these teams are assiduous

bservers of the world scene and exhibit a command of

icts and figures few of us could acquire.

ames Mangan, Wilson McCutchan.
dike Beauvais , Varuna Quiterio

not in picture: Liam O'Neill)

Winners of U. of T. Schools
Tournament

Second Place in Toronto
City League

In Championship Round oi

Provincial Play-offs at

Queens Univ.
(where they lost by three

meager points to

Ottawa's Gloucester

Collegiate, which went on
to win the Canadian

championship}

"Best Reach team
in the past decade."

Mrs P. Boland, Moderator

The Junior Reach Guys

Ifonso Nocilla, Robert Greco, Daniel Grant,

eoffrey D'Cruz

lot in picture: Radey Barrack,

/arren Saldanha )

he Junior Reach guys demolished all competition

i the City League but in the end lost to the

niversity of Toronto Schools in the City Championship Games
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St 'Mike's (hfapveninas

(SEEN HEREISOAC
STUDENT JUSTIN LEE)

jfltl r.Jon Guerriere, former head

of SMC Music Dept. plays

the Last Post at the formal

installation of the commemorative

plaque honouring St. Michael's

men who gave their lives in

defense of our country. The large

marble plaque is attached to the

outside of the chapel wall.

IN PREPARATION FOR WORLD YOUTH DAY 2002. A GROUP OF OUR STUDENTS JOUR-

NEYED TO ROME ON PALM SUNDAY , VISITED WITH THE HOLY FATHER. AND RE-

TURNED WITH THE WORLD YOUTH DAY FLAG

Millennium Dinner Partici-

pants ( Progessive Con-

servative party fund-raiser.

)

Some SMC students were invited

under the auspices of Sam Wakim

Q.C... there they were able to meet

PC leaders enjoy an elegasnt meal

and get the feel of the Canadian

political process.

Students . families and friends of St. Mikes donate used

hockey equipment to Regents' Park program. Seen with a

small portion of same is:Mr. D.Fiseher. Tom Eminowicz,

Gianni Cappueitti. Michael Chun. James Campbell. John

M.innella. Joe Garisto. Jerome Chens;

STUDENTS VISIT THE ISLAND OF ST. LUCIA DURING MARCH BREAI
Thirteen Grade Twelve and

OAC students along with

teachers. David Lee and David

Fitzpatrick used the first week

of their March Break to

volunteer in St. Lucia., an

island in the West Indies.

There they assisted Basilian

Father Clare Watrin in running

a bible school and sports camp

for about 30 youths. In addi-

tion to other odd jobs they also

demolished and rebuilt a home

for a single mom and five

children almost doubling the

area of the home (see picture)

.the other picture shows a

moment of relaxation out in

the Atlantic Ocean.
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Behind the camera Mr David

I ee

In from ol camera I from

left) NickCifelli, Paolo Korre,

Bryan Sand, Eric< 'how. James

Campbell, Pom McMorrow .

Simon 1 eon. Ryan Kwong,

Anthom Plescia, Jonathan

Hendricks, \iui\ McConnon,
Mr David Fitzpatrick, Sal

Pareja.

Friesens
Tht >**rtwh Company
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